Chesham Town Council
Bill Richards
Town Clerk

Tel: 01494 774842
Fax: 01494 582908

www.chesham.gov.uk
Email: admin@chesham.gov.uk

28th January 2011
Dear Councillor
I hereby give you notice that a meeting of the POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE to be held in the Council
Chamber, The Town Hall, Chesham, on
MONDAY 7th FEBRUARY 2011 AT APPROXIMATELY 8.00 PM
(i.e. immediately following the close of the Development Control Committee meeting which is due to
commence at 7.30pm)
when the business set out below is proposed to be transacted:
AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Apologies for absence.
Declarations of interest.
To receive and confirm the Minutes of the meeting of 6th December 2010.
To receive and consider the Minutes of:
Town Centre Working Group of 9th December 2010.
Chesham Action Partnership of 28th January 2011 (to follow).
Transition Towns Chesham meeting of 9th December 2010 and 6th January 2011.
Devolved Services Update.
Accounts and Audit Regulations 2011.
Annual Investment Strategy.
Internal Auditor’s Report.
Lowndes Park Management Plan.
Consultation Documents.
Despatch of papers and Development Control Committee Review.
Standing Orders Review.
Victorian Evening 2011.
Update on Risk Assessments.
Disciplinary Procedure Review.
Financial Report to the 31st December 2010.
Information Item.
Exclusion of the Public and the Press.
Re‐Felting of Chesham Moor Gym and Swim Centre – late report.
Yours sincerely,

Bill Richards ‐Town Clerk

Chesham Town Council, Town Hall, Chesham, Bucks HP5 1DS
Twinned with Friedrichsdorf Germany; Houilles France; Archena Spain
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CHESHAM TOWN COUNCIL
TOWN CENTRE WORKING GROUP

Minutes of the meeting of the Town Centre Working Group held on Thursday 9th
December 2010.
PRESENT:
Cllr Jane Bramwell (JB), Chesham Town Council (Chair)
Bill Richards (BR), Chesham Town Council (Minute taker)
Cllr Colette Littley (CL), Chesham Town Council (local ward Member) and Chesham in Bloom
David Carter (DC), Chesham Society
PCSO Sarah‐Jane Cook (SJC), Thames Valley Police
PCSO Michael Shepherd (MS), Thames Valley Police
Andy Clarke (AC), Chiltern District Council
Chris Schwier (CS), Buckinghamshire County Council
Jed Elverson (JE), ‘YourChesham’ Magazine
1.

APOLOGIES

Apologies were received from Rod Culverhouse and Kathryn Graves.
2.

MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING

The notes of the meeting of the Town Centre Working Group held on Thursday 23rd
September 2010 were agreed as a correct record.
(i)
Lowndes Park Lighting and Drain by War Memorial
In relation to Minute 2(i), CS reported that his records showed both jobs had been
completed but would investigate and report back.
Action: Chris Schwier
Post Meeting Note: CS reported he had checked with lighting who said they replaced
column 8 in October 2010.
(ii)
Parking
In relation to Minute 5 AC advised that he calculated that it would cost CTC in the
region of around £10,000 p.a. if it wanted to subsidise an hour’s free parking as was
undertaken by Chalfont St Peter Parish Council. CL opined that the Council would be
unlikely to proceed on that basis and enquired about progress of the proposed
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‘retailers’ parking refund’ scheme. JE said it had yet to be presented to the CCTC but
felt it was likely to be supported.
(iii)
Pigeon Excrement
In relation to Minute 6 (i), CL stated she had yet to get a quote for Anti‐pigeon spikes
and agreed to follow up with CDC.
Action: Colette Littley
(iv)
Market
In relation to Minute 6 (iv), BR advised he had spoken to the Estates Manager at CDC
about periodically rotating the stalls’ direction and having the food outlets away
from clothes shops because of the odour. The Estates Manager had replied saying
that Wendy Fairs had agreed to look at the logistics of reversing the stalls but stated
this was ultimately a decision for the stall‐holders. Moreover Wendy Fairs did not
feel it was able to relocate the food stalls. The group felt the latter response was
unfair and it was agreed that officers should write directly to Wendy Fairs expressing
this.
Action: Bill Richards
Post Meeting Note: Kathryn has spoken to the Market Manager who will look to
relocate the food stall in the New Year.
3.

COMMUNITY SAFETY/POLICE REPORT

MS gave a general report and stated that crime continued to be down. He also
advised:
• Shop‐Watch scheme up and running in Greenway.
• ChAV leaflets widely disseminated by PCSOs.
• Fixed penalty notices now in force for cycling/skateboarding in High St (also
for no lights on bikes but a refund can be claimed upon receipt of purchase of
lights).
• Operation Guillotine – targeting vehicle theft and burglary ‐ now has come to
an end after a successful campaign.
• CCTV in town not operational. (BR said he was not aware of this and would
enquire what the problem was with CDC).
• Both Xmas Lights Switch‐On Night and Remembrance Sunday passed off
without incident. (In regard to the latter, JE said he was appalled on Armistice
Day ‐ 11 November ‐ a bus passed through the war memorial during the two
minutes’ silence. CS and MS both agreed that there was no legal enforcement
but the Council could write to the bus companies asking for a little restraint
during this time.)
• Police ‘Have Your Say’ dates were now available. (BR agreed to advertise on
CTC website).
Post Meeting Note: The dates for the ‘Have Your Say’ meetings are now up on the
events page of the CTC web site.
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The group then briefly discussed the recent weapons find in Skottowes Pond. BR
advised that he wasn’t informed about the operation even though CTC was the
landowner. However Inspector Hunter had given him his direct number to clarify
such operations if they happened again so that CTC could let the press know what
was happening and allay public fears if appropriate. CTC could also put this
information on its website to tackle the perception of crime. It was noted however
that if C.I.D. were involved, it may be that even the local police would not be aware
completely of what was happening.
DC asked why crime was down. MS and SJC replied that it was, in their opinion, a
combination of high visibility patrolling and more anti‐social behaviour orders being
handed out.
CS asked whether the PCSOs could ask Greggs to relocate its waste bins on the
highway as BCC had no powers to do so. MS said he had not been aware of any such
bins, but would investigate further.
4.

HIGHWAY ISSUES

CS advised that a number of lamp columns were down in town due to persistent
failure. JB and SJC both referred to areas in Waterside and Hivings Hill respectively
where the lack of light was particularly noticeable. CS responded by saying,
unfortunately, recent cuts had meant that fortnightly checks on lights by BCC officers
had been ended and urged people to report lights out of action and also faults with
illuminated signs. JB suggested the reporting number could be put on the CTC
website.
Post Meeting Note: The Highways On Call number is up on the CTC web site.
CS also advised that the Area Technicians’ numbers were being cut by some 50% so
service generally was inevitably going to deteriorate.
SJC reported on a major pothole by M.T. Loos in Vale Road. CS noted this but the
group agreed with his opinion that proper resurfacing, as opposed to simply
patching, had greatly improved the highways.
The group then discussed winter maintenance. CS advised winter salting could now
be tracked through BCC’s Service Information Centre on‐line. JB reported that ChAV
had been clearing pavements since BCC only cleared the highways. BR advised that
following a purchase of a mechanised gritter, CTC was now gritting the High St more
regularly. The group discussed the importance of grit bins. JB reported ChAV now
had a comprehensive list and it was agreed that is was important that they were
filled regularly. CS reported that grit was often taken away regularly for personal use
and advised that the bins now had stickers on them saying this was an offence. MS
and SJC agreed to be vigilant in this respect.
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Post Meeting Note: A new page on the CTC web site provides information on clearing
snow and ice, highways, staying warm and Chesham Action Volunteers.
5.

PARKING

AC advised that the consultation for the parking permits scheme for the residents of
the Bellingdon Road spur had been launched this week. CL queried whether
residents at Pednormead End could be part of such a similar scheme. She advised
that initial enquiries to BCC had been largely negative. CS reported that BCC would
not be considering such requests until the tender process for contractors to manage
on‐street parking on its behalf was complete which would not be until September
2011 at the earliest. However he reported that if residents paid for the process and
got CTC to apply on its behalf as per the Bellingdon Road spur residents, then the
request could be progressed more rapidly. BR advised that the Inland Revenue had
just confirmed that the residents would not need to pay for the VAT for such a
request which was agreed to be good news.
In respect of St Mary’s Wall, AC advised that quotes were being sought to fully repair
it. Both JB and CL expressed surprise at this saying that the complaints they had
received had been about its general unattractiveness and general aesthetics rather
than disrepair and suggested it would be cheaper to remove it. AC and CS explained
that it would be contrary to regulations to have no wall from a public car‐park into a
highway but, nonetheless, JB and CL felt that there were cheaper and more
attractive options than to simply repair it and asked whether this could be
investigated.
6.

CHESHAM CULVERT

BR briefly reported that the Environment Agency had undertaken a recent
demonstration on the state of the culvert to riparian owners but there were no
further developments to date. He also advised BCC had recently organised a tour of
Chesham looking at areas susceptible to surface flooding as part of a drawing
together of a feasibility study to tackle such flooding in both Chesham and
Wycombe.
7.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting will take place in March and Kathryn Graves will circulate a
proposed date with the minutes.
Action: Kathryn Graves
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Chesham Action Partnership
Management Committee Meeting
Tuesday 25th January 2011 at Chesham Town Hall
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In attendance:
Cllr Noel Brown (Chairman)
Mr Fred Wilson (Vice Chairman)
Mr David Carter (Treasurer)
Ms Kathryn Graves (Secretary)
Dr Tom Gorsuch
Mr Bill Richards
Mr Saul Huxley
Ms Christine Gardner
Ms Penny Miles
Ms Judy Vivis
Ms Julia King
Ms Deborah Taylor
Ms Barbara Richardson
Ms Mora Walker
Mr Roy Abraham
Mr Malcolm Godwin
Cllr Merrin Molesworth
Mr David Gardner
Mr Ken Austin
PCSO Les Roche
PCSO Mike Shepherd
Mr Masud Ahmed
Ms Camilla Goodman
Cllr Mohammad Fayyaz
Cllr Mimi Harker
Mrs Irene Perrin

Chesham Town Council (CTC), Chiltern District
Council (CDC), Bucks County Council (BCC)
Chesham Chamber of Trade and Commerce
Chesham Society
CTC
Chesham Society
CTC
Nexus Community
BCC
Age Concern Bucks
Age Concern Bucks
BCC
NHS Buckinghamshire
COPAG
Chesham Museum
Chiltern Racial Equality Council (CREC)
Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC)
CTC
Chiltern District Council (CDC)
Chesham Community Vision/Chesham
Environmental Group (CEG)
Thames Valley Police
Thames Valley Police
Chesham Asian Welfare Society
Bucks Examiner
Anjuman‐ul‐muslameen
CDC
Shed@ThePark

Apologies:
Management Committee:
Cllr Gill Walker ‐ CTC
Ms Moira Hamer ‐ Amersham & Wycombe College, Mr Martin Woolnough –
Chesham United, Mr Geoff Gigg – Paradigm Housing, Cllr Mark Shaw – Pond Park
Community Association, Mr Phil Folly ‐ COPAG/Chesham Environmental Group
(CEG), Mr Jed Elverson (YourChesham), Mr Tony Biddle (Walkers Are Welcome), Ms
Beverley Trevitt – Bucks Community Foundation, Mr Richard Hoyle – Chesham
Museum
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Apologies for lateness were received from Cllr Mohammad Fayyaz.
1.
Welcome
Cllr Noel Brown (NB) welcomed everybody to the meeting and each person in
attendance introduced themselves.
2.
Minutes of the Meeting of 19th October 2010
The minutes of the meeting of the 19th October 2010 were agreed as a correct
record.
3.
Cheque Signatories
NB will become a cheque signatory in his new capacity as chairman. The treasurer
and vice‐chairman will remain as the other two signatories and it is a requirement
that two of the three signatories sign each cheque. Mr David Carter (DC) will contact
the bank to add NB as a signatory to the account.
Action: David
Cllr Mohammad Fayyaz arrived at 2.06 pm.
4.
Funding Applications
(i)
Chiltern Racial Equality Council
Cllr Roy Abraham (RA) gave a brief overview of this application. Following a brief
discussion, Mr Fred Wilson (FW) said that ChAP had funded a similar application in
the past by supporting the 2009 Victorian Evening, at which ChAP was viewed as an
event sponsor. RA said he thought that it would be feasible that ChAP could be
named as a sponsor for CREC’s participation in this year’s Schools of Chesham
Carnival. A vote was taken and it was carried that the grant of £250 would be
awarded to CREC. RA was asked to provide an update to the group once the Carnival
had taken place.
Mrs Irene Perrin arrived at 2.14 pm.
(ii)
Chesham Youth Project
Mr David Gardner (DG) said that the application had been amended to reduce the
amount applied for to £250. PCSO Les Roche (LR) explained that the purpose of this
project was to bring a specific group of hard‐to‐reach children into mainstream
activities, resulting in positive behaviour changes. Following a discussion of the
details of the project, the committee approved both the basis of the project and the
provision of a grant of £250. DC requested that the applicants return to ChAP in two
to three months time to provide an update on how the project has progressed.
5.
Operation of Revitalisation Groups
NB said that he would like ChAP to review how it operates, and introduced Cllr Mimi
Harker (MH) from the Amersham Action Group to explain how Amersham’s
revitalisation group functions.
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MH said that Amersham Action Group is comprised of a broad cross section of the
community, representing business, youth, faith, health and leisure, in addition to
people attending as residents. The group has never been led by an elected member
to ensure that the community feels that it has ownership of the group. Unlike ChAP,
the group does not distribute any of its funds through grants, but uses all of its funds
for its own projects. The group is focused upon creating a vibrant town centre and
helps to formulate policy from the bottom up. The group have gone through the
market town health check process and developed vision statements, from which the
group have established a number of projects that they are actively working on
through the creation of sub‐committees. The group has ensured that it consults with
the community, e.g. through attendance at community events. The group is also a
powerful lobbying group on a wide variety of issues. Fundraising is important to
support the group’s work, and this is achieved through applications to local
authorities and other funding bodies as well as undertaking fundraising activities.
MH said that a key element of the group’s success is demonstrating that the group
achieves results and is not just a talking shop.
Arising from this presentation, Mr Malcolm Godwin (MG) suggested that it would be
a good starting place for ChAP to revisit the Chesham Community Vision. FW asked if
the Chesham Chamber of Trade and Commerce could speak to Amersham Action
Group about attracting business into the town centre. Mr Bill Richards (BR) said that
it was important to remember that Chesham has already achieved a lot of success,
such as the regeneration of Meades Water Gardens, obtaining Walkers Are Welcome
status and developing a local produce market. He opined that the Chesham
Community Vision had been productive, though not necessarily having the same
economic focus as Amersham’s. NB said that he agreed with the principle of ChAP
being led by someone from the community rather than an elected member and that
he would be looking for someone to come forward from the group to become
Chairman.
Mr Ken Austin (KA) said that the presentation had highlighted the need for ChAP to
return to the basics of developing policies and undertaking projects and emphasised
the need to look at the Chesham Community Vision and divide it into projects that
can be initiated through ChAP. KA also said that it was important that we find out
what has happened to the projects that we have financed in the past.
DG proposed that a sub‐group is formed to look at ChAP’s constitution and
objectives and come back with proposals for creating a more action‐driven group.
NB said that he was keen to move away from the current system of giving small
grants and look at the broader picture of meeting Chesham’s needs. DG, FW, MG, KA
and NB agreed to meet to take this forward. Ms Kathryn Graves (KG) will circulate
the Chesham Community Vision document with the minutes of the meeting to assist
with this process.
PCSOs Roche and Shepherd left the meeting at 2.50 pm, and Mrs Irene Perrin and Cllr
Mohammad Fayyaz left the meeting at 3.05 pm.
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6.
Good Neighbours in Chesham
Ms Penny Miles (PM) explained that the Good Neighbours scheme is matching CRB‐
checked volunteers with older people who need support to remain living
independently in the community. PM explained that the scheme is still looking for
new volunteers and would also be interested to hear about anybody in the town
who may benefit from the scheme. Age Concern is currently running a drop‐in
session every second Wednesday in the United Reformed Church to let people know
about the project.
7.
NHS Dentistry Update
Ms Deborah Taylor (DT) said that there is now a considerable amount of information
about NHS dentists available on the NHS Buckinghamshire web site:
http://www.buckinghamshire.nhs.uk/local‐services/dentists/
There is also a new dedicated dental phone line. NHS Buckinghamshire is currently
working with a NHS dentistry provider to identify suitable premises for a new NHS
dental surgery in Chesham.
8.
Any Other Business
(i)
BCC Budget Consultations
Ms Christine Gardner (CG) explained that BCC is consulting on the future of Chesham
Youth Club. The intention is that the facilities and service will be run by volunteers
rather than BCC. CG urged people to visit the BCC website:
http://www.buckscc.gov.uk/sites/bcc/about_your_council/budget_consultation.page

and make their views known and generate ideas about how the community can take
this facility forward.
NB advised that BCC was also consulting on other areas, including transport and
adult social care and asked people to also look at these consultations.
(ii)
Local Chesham
FW advised the committee that a new version of www.localchesham.org is now live.
This site is a business hub for the town, providing a complete directory of all
businesses and organisations in town and is run by the Chesham Chamber of Trade
and Commerce. FW invited organisations and businesses to visit the site and update
their details.
(iii)
Big Society Awards
FW said that ChAP meets the criteria of the Big Society Awards and suggested that
we consider nominating ChAP in a few months time when we have decided the
direction that ChAP will be taking.
Cllr Mimi Harker, Mr Fred Wilson and Ms Camilla Goodman left the meeting at 3.36
pm.
(iv)
Parking
Cllr Merrin Molesworth asked whether ChAP has taken up the issue of the provision
of free parking with the district council. BR said that the Town Centre Working Group
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had raised the matter and been advised that it would cost Chesham Town Council in
the region of £10,000 p.a. to subsidise an hour’s free parking and therefore, due to
cost, such a scheme was felt to be unfeasible.
(vi)
NHS Changes
DT advised that she is putting together a paper on the transition from the Primary
Care Trust to GP Commissioners and asked people to contact her by email if they
wished to contribute reasons why a GP Commissioner should attend ChAP meetings
in the future. NB said that he felt ChAP would be a beneficial group for attendance as
it covers Chesham broadly, with representatives from a wide array of groups.
Cllr Merrin Molesworth left the meeting at 3.42 pm.
(vii)
New Ideas
NB asked the committee to feed through to KG and NB any topics that they feel
should be discussed at future meetings and ideas for action.
9.
Date of Next Meeting
The date of the next meeting will be circulated with the minutes.

The meeting closed at 3.45 pm.
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Transition Town Chesham – Minutes of meeting Thursday 9th December 2010 at 7.30 pm
TOPIC

NOTES

IN ATTENDANCE

Phil, Julia, Caroline, Sarah, Jackie

MINUTES TAKER

Jackie

APOLOGIES
Email Redirection

SEO

Matthias, Alison, Gill, Julia Minnear
Matthias to set up email redirection as follows if all agree:
Regeneration – Jackie
Energy – Matthius
Food – Sarah
Transport – Ohil
Schools/Education – Alison
General – Julia
Set up links with other sites, Twitter, Facebook, etc

Website Content

To be discussed at the January meeting

Christmas Local
Produce market

Feedback on December market to be discussed at January
meeting

Green Drinks

Probus Talk

Green Fair Ideas Regeneration

Green Fair Ideas –
Food/Gardening

ACTION

Matthias

Julia/
Matthias

All

Tabitha organising January Green Drinks – Pumpkin Plot
(tbc) or New Year Aspirations (link up with Amy?)
February – composting
March – Chalfont for change orchard
April – herbalist (Roger organising)
May – Transition update
June - ?
9th August
Intro to concept of Transition Town plus Green Fair

Tabitha

Utopian Chesham
Feature a really big artist’s impression of the High Street
(no taxis, a family Italian restaurant, shop ideas inc chains
and/or concepts), the route through the park, some way of
improving the link between the old and the new town –
what ever it is somehow show images/models with flip or
wall charts where people can jot down or vote for what they
would like to see in their town. It would be great to be able
to show people what Chesham could become. We would
also be giving them a voice and then, if we get a good
enough response, we could present this to the council?
Fruit tree map of the area – locate current green spaces
used to grow food
Incredible edible – Toddmarden
Seed planting – children to plant seeds and take away
Brainstorming board for garden share, allotment space,
community composting, small holdings (chickens)
Use space to launch garden share scheme
Question boards to draw people in
Grants for planting fruit trees – plant a fruit tree in the park?

Alison,
Caroline,
Jackie

TBC

Julia
Sarah
Julia M

Wild food foraging in Chesham

Green Fair Ideas –
Transport

Bike doctor –people to bring along their bikes for TLC
Sarah to look into getting free police bike for raffle
Phil to look into recruiting Kathryn Graves for transport
section

Green Fair Ideas –
Energy

TBC

Matthias
Gill

Green Fair Ideas Schools

TBC
Julia Antrobus, head at Newtown School keen to help

Alison
Tabitha

Green Fair
Previous ideas

Awards for All – Big Lottery Scheme. Phil to find out more
information. Poss useful help for speakers at the Fair.
Need to decide which space each group will occupy at the
Town Hall – Community Hall, Chamber Room and
Lowndes Room.
Need ideas for an Amnesty on the day – perhaps where if
people bring something un-environmentally friendly in they
get something environmentally back. Hopefully to be a
draw on the day. An extension of this idea was for people
to bring in their bikes and get them serviced for free – or
maybe sprayed a new colour! Accessories could also be
sold.
Another idea was to have Waitrose type collection system
in all rooms whereby the people of Chesham could vote
with their money on what was important to them, such as a
choice of renewable energy sources:
sewage farm
watermills
wind turbine

Phil
Julia

Julia
Phil

All

All
All
All

List of ideas emailed to Julia:
Julia M – Timetable in entrance for what’s on where and
when
Matthias – brainstorming sessions in each area
Caroline – publicity ideas – radio, internet
Gill – raffle to raise money with prize such as renovated
police bike
Sarah – green burials
Next meeting

Place: (Jackie’s house)
Date: Thursday 6th January 7.30pm
Meeting Closed 9pm

All

Outstanding Items:

Transport Group plans
Vision 2050 Document - discuss further once people have
read it
Garden Share Scheme progress
Tetrapak/recycling update
Woodland Trust/Orchard Scheme progress
Newsletter - who to do next/how often
Amersham Local Produce Market
TTC Leaflets in other venues - where to date/where else

Transition Town Chesham – Minutes of meeting Thursday 6th January 2011 at 7.30 pm
TOPIC

NOTES

IN ATTENDANCE

Phil, Julia, Julia M, Caroline, Tabitha, Alison, Jackie

MINUTES TAKER

Jackie

APOLOGIES
Email Redirection

SEO

ACTION

Matthias, Gill, Sarah
Matthias to set up email redirection as follows if all agree:
Regeneration – Jackie
Energy – Matthias
Food – Sarah
Transport – Phil
Schools/Education – Alison
General – Julia
APPROVED – Julia M to email instruction to Rob
Set up links with other sites, Twitter, Facebook, etc

Julia M

Julia/
Matthias

Website Content

Julia and Julia M to meet separately to discuss

Julia
Julia M

Newsletter

Julia and Julia M to meet separately to discuss

Julia
Julia M

Sarah to contact Merrin with Green Drinks and Local
Produce Market info

Sarah

Chiltern Voice

January Local Produce
market
22nd January

Leaflet

Green Drinks
27th January

Green Drinks
Feb-June

Tie in with Green Drinks theme – New Year Aspirations.
Chesham Wish Tree – Alison to source heart shaped postits (Valentine influence). Tabitha to create tree.
Valentine present idea – walnut trees. Alison to source on
a sale or return basis if possible. Caroline to supply ribbons
Signage to advertise trees required.
Team on the day: Phil to set up and collect at the end
Julia B 9-11, Caroline 11-1, Tabitha 11.30-1, Jackie 1-2.30
Caroline to sort.
Content suggestions: Nuts (refer to Totnes TTC, Tabitha
also has info on walnuts!) Importance of nut trees.
Green Drinks
Water/river issue – 3rd Sunday in the month, local
environment group run volunteer sessions to clean up river
Moving from green aspirations to green action. Amy to run
presentation, Tabitha to be TTC representative on the
night.

Tabitha
Alison
Julia
Caroline
Jackie
Phil

Caroline, Tabitha, Sarah to meet to sort year plan/
prospective speakers before March meet
Feb suggestion – Composting. Julia M to sort with Donna
April suggestion – water/river issue. Phil to speak to
Chairman of River Association

Caroline
Tabitha
Sarah
Julia M
Phil

Caroline

Tabitha

Probus Talk

9th August confirmed
Content tbc – consider objective ie recruiting support or
funds.

Green Fair
General

Julia has spoken to Kathryn re free use of hall; we need to
apply for permission from Bill Richards. Julia has
composed letter, to be emailed round for amends/
comments.
Tabitha to look at creating map/image for event (time
permitting)
Julia to talk to poet about possible contribution
Aim to meet to progress ideas before next TTC meeting??
Utopian Chesham: Feature a really big artist’s impression
of the High Street (no taxis, a family Italian restaurant, shop
ideas inc chains and/or concepts), the route through the
park, some way of improving the link between the old and
the new town – what ever it is somehow show
images/models with flip or wall charts where people can jot
down or vote for what they would like to see in their town. It
would be great to be able to show people what Chesham
could become. We would also be giving them a voice and
then, if we get a good enough response, we could present
this to the council?
Fruit tree map of the area – locate current green spaces
used to grow food
Incredible edible – Toddmarden
Seed planting – children to plant seeds and take away
Brainstorming board for garden share, allotment space,
community composting, small holdings (chickens)
Use space to launch garden share scheme
Question boards to draw people in
Grants for planting fruit trees – plant a fruit tree in the park?
Wild food foraging in Chesham
Bike doctor –people to bring along their bikes for TLC
Sarah to look into getting free police bike for raffle
Phil to look into recruiting Kathryn Graves for transport
section

Green Fair Ideas Regeneration

Green Fair Ideas –
Food/Gardening

Green Fair Ideas –
Transport

TBC

All

Alison,
Caroline,
Jackie

Julia
Sarah
Julia M

Phil
Julia
Sarah

Green Fair Ideas –
Energy

TBC
Alison may be able to help on this one – not until Feb

Matthias
Gill

Green Fair Ideas Schools

Letter sent round to schools to raise awareness/interest
and recruit support/activity.
Letters to be resent / delivered by hand to named teachers/
headteachers and followed up.

Alison
Tabitha

Green Fair
Previous ideas

Awards for All – Big Lottery Scheme. Phil to find out more
information. Poss useful help for speakers at the Fair.
Need to decide which space each group will occupy at the
Town Hall – Community Hall, Chamber Room and
Lowndes Room.
Need ideas for an Amnesty on the day – perhaps where if
people bring something un-environmentally friendly in they
get something environmentally back. Hopefully to be a
draw on the day. An extension of this idea was for people
to bring in their bikes and get them serviced for free – or
maybe sprayed a new colour! Accessories could also be

All

sold.
Another idea was to have Waitrose type collection system
in all rooms whereby the people of Chesham could vote
with their money on what was important to them, such as a
choice of renewable energy sources:
sewage farm
watermills
wind turbine

Next meeting
March Meeting
Outstanding Items:

List of ideas emailed to Julia:
Julia M – Timetable in entrance for what’s on where and
when
Matthias – brainstorming sessions in each area
Caroline – publicity ideas – radio, internet
Gill – raffle to raise money with prize such as renovated
police bike
Sarah – green burials
Place:(Caroline’s house)
Date: Thursday 3rd February 7.30pm
Place:(Phil’s House)
Date: Thursday 10th March 7.30pm
Transport Group plans
Vision 2050 Document - discuss further once people have
read it
Garden Share Scheme progress
Tetrapak/recycling update
Woodland Trust/Orchard Scheme progress
Newsletter - who to do next/how often
Amersham Local Produce Market
TTC Leaflets in other venues - where to date/where else

All

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the POLICY & RESOURCES
Committee on Monday 7th February 2011

Agenda Item: ‐ 5

Devolved
Services Update
G2C2

Closer To Communites Worksheet
Nov‐10
1
2
3
4
5
6

BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
BARRIER CHECK
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK

7
8

BARRIER CHECK- Sunday

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

BARRIER CHECK - Saturday

BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
BARRIER CHECK
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK - Saturday
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday

BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
BARRIER CHECK
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK - Saturday
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday

BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIERS & GRITTING
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
BARRIER CHECK
GRITTING HIGH STREET
GRITTING HIGH STREET
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday

BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
DEPOT GRITTING ‐ JOHN ON LEAVE

2.5
1.5
2
2.5
1

END TO END WALK
END TO END WALK
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE

1
2.5

MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK

1.5
2

MARKET SQUARE
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
END TO END WALK
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
END TO END WALK
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
TOWN ROUTE

2.5
1
1
2.5
1
2
3
1
1
2.5
1.5
2
4.5
2+2
1
3
2
49

MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK

Poster removal & pot holes near White Hill Crossing.
Graffiti removal & barrier check

Poster Removal & Various Potholes

Pot hols apperard near crossing on White Hill
Graffiti Cleaning
Nothing to report
Poster removal

Pot holes near Waterside Roundabout
Poster Removal
Post still loose near memorial ‐ Mike Barber dealing with this
Poster & Graffiti removal

Replaced Litter Bin & poster removal
Poster & Graffiti removal
barrier check & end to end walk & poster removal

End to End walk & barrier check ‐ Nil to report

Dec‐10
1
DEPOT GRITTING ‐ JOHN ON LEAVE
2
2
IER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS/ DEPOT GRIT 4.5
3
GRITTING HIGH STREET
4.5
4
GRITTING HIGH STREET
2+2
5
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday
1
6
A/Leave
2.5
7
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
2.5
8
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
2
9
BARRIER CHECK
10
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
2.5
11
BARRIER CHECK - Saturday
1
12
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday
1
13
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
2.5
14
BARRIER CHECK
15
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
2.5
16
BARRIER CHECK
17
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
3 + 2 DB
BARRIER CHECK - Saturday
1
18
19
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday
1
20
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
2.5
21
BARRIER CHECK
1
22
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
2
23
BARRIER CHECK
24
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
2.5
25
BARRIER CHECK - Saturday
1
26
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday
1
27
BARRIER CHECK ‐ B/ Holiday
1
28
BARRIER CHECK ‐ B/ Holiday
1
29
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
2.5
30
BARRIER CHECK
1.5
31

BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK

3
58.5

TOWN ROUTE
TOWN ROUTE
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
END TO END WALK
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE
TOWN ROUTE
MARKET SQUARE
END TO END WALK

Poster & Graffiti removal
Stones loose on roundabout ‐ Mike Barber looking into this

Poster Removal
Poster Removal

Poster removal & general around town

Poster removal / Bollard down near Town Hall Car Park
Poster & Graffiti removal
Heavy Snow, Gritted Friday night ready for Market

Poster Removal
Banner and sign removal
Pot holes at White Hill crossing
Removed flyers and boards

Poster Removal/General checks
Plus Graffiti removal
Poster & Flyer removal / removed cones in road and pot holed at Nashleigh
Hill roundabout

Jan‐11
1
2
3

BARRIER CHECK - Saturday
BARRIER CHECK- Sunday

1
1

MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE

Bank Holiday

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
John Sick Leave
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

BARRIER CHECK & TOWN AND BACKS
Barrier Check
BARRIER CHECK & END TO END WALK
BARRIER CHECK ‐ Saturday
BARRIER CHECK‐ Sunday

3
2

END TO END WALK
TOWN ROUTE

3
1

END TO END WALK
END TO END WALK

2.5

TOWN ROUTE

2.5
1
1

END TO END WALK
MARKET SQUARE
MARKET SQUARE

Poster removal and potholes at junction of Waterside Roundabout and
Nashleigh Hill roundabout
Nil to report
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Chris Schwier informed and will cover the culvert barriers
Poster Removal
barrier check & poster removal
Graffiti removal from fence along the backs and flyer removal from High
Street
Various potholes previously reported to BCC

Chesham Town Council Technician Hours for GC2C

BARRIER CHECK MARKET SQUARE
DATE
Nov-10
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
Dec-10
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Time

DESCRIPTION

9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
8.55am
9.40am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
8.10am
9.55am
9.45am
9.45am
9.15am
9.45am
9.45am
9.25am
9.40am
9.45am
9.15am
9.45am
9.45am
6.05am
5.40am
8.50am
9.45am
10.30am

All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
2 linkedback togthe
3 barriers linked back tigethe
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
1 barrier linked back togethe
All Ok
2 Sandbags replaced
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
1 barrier linked back togethe
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok

10.30am
9.45am
5.30am
5.35am
10.25am
9.45am

All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
2 Barriers put bck in place
All Ok
All Ok

Chesham Town Council Technician Hours for GC2C

7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
Jan-11
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

9.45am
9.30am
10.00am
9.45am
8.10am
9.30am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
9.55am
10.00am
8.30am
9.00am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am
10.15am
9.40am
10.05am
10.20am
9.40am
9.45am
9.45am
9.45am

All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
1 sandbag replaced
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
2 barriers put back togethe
All Ok
All Ok

9.40am
8.25am
9.25am
9.15am
9.45am
Sick
Sick
Sick

All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
All Ok
John Sick - Chris schwier to cover via the Area Office
John Sick - Chris schwier to cover via the Area Office
John Sick - Chris schwier to cover via the Area Office

Chesham Town Council Technician Hours for GC2C

DEPOT- GC2C
DATE

DESCRIPTION

Nov-10
30th

HOURS

Total
Hours

Time
Rock Salt to Chesham High Street & Market Square

6-7am

2

Total

2

Dec-10
1st

Rock Salt to Chesham High Street & Market Square

6-7am

2

2nd

Rock Salt to Chesham High Street & Market Square

8-9am

2

20th

Rock Salt to Chesham High Street & Market Square

9-10am

2

21st

Rock Salt to Chesham High Street & Market Square

8-9am

2

23rd

Rock Salt to Chesham High Street & Market Square

8.30pm-9.30pm

2

23rd

Lindo Close Surgery & Buldozing/clearing of Car Park

1pm-2pm

3

24th

Rock Salt to Chesham High Street & Market Square

1pm-2pm

2

Total

15

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the
POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE on Monday 7th February
2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 6 - ACCOUNTS & AUDIT
REGULATIONS 2011
Reporting Officer:

Steve Pearson

(01494 583825)

Summary
1.

To consider the proposed amendments to the Accounts and Audit Regulations.
Background Information

2.

The Accounts and Audit Regulations were introduced in 2003 and have been subject
to amendments in 2006 and 2009 and contain important provisions on financial
management, annual accounts and audit procedures affecting all local authorities.
Financial Implications

3.

Included within the report.
Strategic Objectives

4.

None pertaining to this report.
Detailed Consideration

5.

A summary of the proposed amendments is attached. The main change is that of the
definition of a smaller relevant body where the turnover will be raised from £1m to
£6.5m. This Council’s turnover is currently around £1.5m and therefore currently
regarded as a larger council. Smaller relevant bodies are permitted by the regulations
to prepare simpler published accounts than the larger bodies, and are also subject to
less demanding procedural requirements. In addition, under arrangements made by
the Audit Commission, such bodies are subject to a limited assurance audit regime.
Becoming a ‘smaller body’ should therefore reduce costs, especially audit, if the
Council prepare the accounts for external audit on an annual return in accordance
with proper practices basis rather than a full set of accounts under Part 4 of proper
practices (the Local Council FRSSE rules) as has been the case.

6.

The invoice for auditing the 2009/10 accounts was £13,300 (including an additional
£2,500 due to extra work resulting from the varied and large services offered by the
Council and the alterations required following the audit) and the Audit Commission
has advised that a fee of £14,300 will be charged for the 2010/11 accounts. The audit
fee for a neighbouring Town Council producing an annual return is currently around
£2,500 and although this Council’s will probably be higher because of the services it
provides and any banding reviews, there should still be some financial savings.

Recommendation
That the proposed amendments be welcomed and, if finalised, that the Council
prepare an annual return in accordance with proper practice provided this will achieve
financial savings

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the POLICY & RESOURCES
Committee on Monday 7th February 2011.

AGENDA ITEM NO: 7 - ANNUAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY
Reporting Officer:

Stephen Pearson (01494 583825)

Summary
1.

To review the annual investment strategy.
Background Information

2.

The Local Authorities (Capital Finance & Accounting) England Regulations 2003 which
came into force on 1 April 2004, requires the Council to review and adopt its investment
strategy each year.

3.

The Committee adopted the attached Annual Investment Strategy and Treasury Management
Policy (Appendix 1) at its meeting held on 7th April 2008 (Minute No.68).
Financial Implications

4.

To provide financial support towards the achievement of its business and service objectives.
Strategic Objectives

5

Accords with the Council’s Treasury Management Policy.
Detailed Consideration

6.

As members will be aware interest rates have been low for some time, although there is some
expectation that they may start to rise this year. Surplus funds have been invested with the
Treasury Department of the Council’s bankers (Lloyds TSB) at an average interest rate of less
than 1% over the last twelve months. These deposits are usually banded; the higher the band,
the higher the interest rate and the longer the investment the higher the interest rate. By
investing any surplus funds with the Council’s bankers no bank charges are incurred as would
be the case if money was moved to an alternative bank or building society. In order to achieve
slightly better rates, longer term investments of one year and also three month deposits have
been undertaken. Alternative investments have been looked at but those with higher
advertised interest rates are normally only available to private investors. The Council does
have the option to move funds to alternative banks or building society at any time in the
future, under the current adopted strategy.

7.

The investment interest is expected to reach the revised budget figure of £7,000 by the end of
March but is well down on two years ago which achieved £29,986. A budget figure of £7,000
has also been set for 2011/12.
Recommendation
That the 2010/11 Investment Strategy be continued and adopted for 2011/12.

APPENDIX 1

TREASURY MANAGEMENT POLICY STATEMENT (TMP)
1.

This organisation defines its treasury management activities as: The management
of the organisation’s cash flows, its banking, money market and capital market
transactions; the effective control of the risks associated with those activities; and
the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks.

2.

This organisation regards the successful identification, monitoring and control of
risk to be the prime criteria by which the effectiveness of its treasury
management activities will be measured. Accordingly, the analysis and reporting
of treasury management activities will focus on their risk implications for the
organisation.

3.

This organisation acknowledges that effective treasury management will provide
support towards the achievement of its business and service objectives. It is
therefore committed to the principles of achieving best value in treasury
management, and to employing suitable performance measurement techniques,
within the context of effective risk management.

TMPI RISK MANAGEMENT
General statement
“The responsible officer will design, implement and monitor all arrangements for
the identification, management and control of treasury management risk, will
report at least annually on the adequacy/suitability thereof, and will report, as a
matter of urgency, the circumstances of any actual or likely difficulty in
achieving the organisation’s objectives in this respect, all in accordance with the
procedures set out in TMP6 Reporting requirements and management
information arrangements. To ensure compliance with these objectives the
following risks are to be considered:
(1) liquidity risk management
“This organisation will ensure it has adequate though not excessive cash
resources, borrowing arrangements, overdraft or standby facilities to enable it at
all times to have the level of funds available to it which are necessary for the
achievement of its business/service objectives.”
(2) interest rate risk management
This organisation will consider short, medium and long term
investments/borrowings, together with interest rates (both fixed and variable) and
their proportions
(3) exchange rate risk management
Not applicable at the current time

APPENDIX 1

(4) inflation risk management
“This organisation will manage its exposure to fluctuations in interest rates with a
view to containing its interest costs, or securing its interest revenues, in
accordance with the amounts provided in its budgetary arrangements as amended
in accordance with TMP6 Reporting requirements and management information
arrangements.
It will manage its exposure to fluctuations in exchange rates so as to minimise
any detrimental impact on its budgeted income/expenditure levels.
The effects of varying levels of inflation, insofar as they can be identified as
impacting directly on its treasury management activities, will be controlled by the
organisation as an integral part of its strategy for managing its overall exposure
to inflation.
It will achieve these objectives by prudent use of its approved financing and
investment instruments, methods and techniques, primarily to create stability and
certainty of costs and revenues, but at the same time retaining a sufficient degree
of flexibility to take advantage of unexpected, potentially advantageous changes
in the level or structure of interest rates, exchange rates or inflation. The above
subject at all times to the consideration and, if required, approval of any policy or
budgetary implications.”
(5) credit and counterparty risk management
“This organisation regards a prime objective of its treasury management
activities to be the security of the principal sums it invests. Accordingly, it will
ensure that its counterparty lists and limits reflect a prudent attitude towards
organisations with whom funds may be deposited, and will limit its investment
activities to the instruments, methods and techniques referred to in TMP4
Approved instruments, methods and techniques.
(6) refinancing risk management
“This organisation will ensure that its borrowing, private financing and
partnership arrangements are negotiated, structured and documented, and the
maturity profile of the monies so raised are managed, with a view to obtaining
offer terms for renewal or refinancing, if required, which are competitive and as
favourable to the organisation as can reasonably be achieved in the light of
market conditions prevailing at the time.
It will actively manage its relationship with its counterparties in these
transactions in such a manner as to secure this objective, and will avoid over
reliance on any one source of funding if this might jeopardise achievement of the
above.”

APPENDIX 1

(7) legal and regulatory risk management
“This organisation will ensure that all of its treasury management activities
comply with its statutory powers and regulatory requirements. It will demonstrate
such compliance, if required to do so, to all parties with whom it deals in such
activities. In framing its credit and counterparty policy under TMP1 (5) credit
and counterparty risk management, it will ensure that there is evidence of
counterparties’ powers, authority and compliance in respect of the transactions
they may effect with the organisation, particularly with regard to duty of care and
fees charged.
This organisation recognises that future legislative or regulatory changes may
impact on its treasury management activities and, so far as it is reasonably able to
do so, will seek to minimise the risk of these impacting adversely on the
organisation.”
(8) fraud, error and corruption, and contingency management
“This organisation will ensure that it has identified the circumstances which may
expose it to the risk of loss through fraud, error, corruption or other eventualities
in its treasury management dealings. Accordingly, it will employ suitable
systems and procedures, and will maintain effective contingency management
arrangements, to these ends.”
(9) market risk management
“This organisation will seek to ensure that its stated treasury management
policies and objectives will not be compromised by adverse market fluctuations
in the value of the principal sums it invests, and will accordingly seek to protect
itself from the effects of such fluctuations.”
TMP2 BEST VALUE AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
“This organisation is committed to the pursuit of best value in its treasury
management activities, and to the use of performance methodology in support of
that aim, within the framework set out in its treasury management policy
statement.
Accordingly, the treasury management function will be the subject of ongoing
analysis of the value it adds in support of the organisation’s stated business or
service objectives. It will be the subject of regular examination methods of
service delivery, of the availability of fiscal or other grant or subsidy incentives,
and of the scope for other potential improvements.”
TMP3 DECISION-MAKING AND ANALYSIS
“This organisation will maintain full records of its treasury management
decisions, and of the processes and practices applied in reaching those decisions,
both for the purpose of learning from the past, and for demonstrating that
reasonable steps were taken to ensure that all issues relevant to those decisions
were taken into account at the time.”

APPENDIX 1

TMP4 APPROVED INSTRUMENTS, METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
“This organisation will undertake its treasury management activities by
employing only those instruments, methods and within the limits and parameters
defined in TMP1 Risk management.”
TMP5 ORGANISATION, CLARITY AND SEGREGATION OF
RESPONSIBILITIES, AND DEALING ARRANGEMENTS
“This organisation considers it essential, for the purposes of the effective control
and monitoring of its treasury management activities, for the reduction of the risk
of fraud or error, and for the pursuit of optimum performance, that these
activities are structured and managed in a fully integrated manner, and that there
is at all times a clarity of treasury management responsibilities.
The principle on which this will be based is a clear distinction between those
charged with setting treasury management policies and those charged with
implementing and controlling these policies, particularly with regard to the
execution and transmission of funds, the recording and administering of treasury
management decisions, and the audit and review of the treasury management
function.
If and when this organisation intends, as a result of lack of resources or other
circumstances, to depart from these principles, the responsible officer will ensure
that the reasons are properly reported in accordance with TMP6 Reporting
requirements and management information arrangements, and the implications
properly considered and evaluated.
The responsible officer will ensure that there are clear written statements of the
responsibilities for each post engaged in treasure management, and the
arrangements for absence cover.
The responsible officer will ensure there is proper documentation for all deals
and transactions, and that procedures exist for the effective transmission of funds.
The responsible officer will fulfil all such responsibilities in accordance with the
organisation’s policy statement and TMPs and if a CIPFA member, the Standard
of Professional Practice on Treasury Management.”
TMP6 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
ARRANGEMENTS
“This organisation will ensure that regular reports are prepared and considered on
the implementation of its treasury management policies; on the effects of
decisions taken and transactions executed in pursuit of those policies; on the
implications of changes, particularly budgetary, resulting from regulatory,
economic, market or other factors affecting its treasury management activities;
and on the performance of the treasury management function.
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As a minimum, the organisation Policy & Resources Committee will receive;
• an annual report on the strategy and plan to be pursued in the coming year
• an annual report on the performance of the treasury management
function, on the effects of the decisions taken and the transactions
executed in the past year, and on any circumstances of non-compliance
with the organisation’s treasury management policy statement and TMPs.
TMP7 BUDGETING, ACCOUNTING AND AUDIT ARRANGEMENTS
“The responsible officer will prepare, and this organisation will approve and, if
necessary from time to time will amend, an annual budget for treasury
management, which will bring together all of the costs involved in running the
treasury management function, together with associated income. The matters to
be included in the budget will at minimum be those required by statute or
regulation, together with such information as will demonstrate compliance with
TMP1 Risk Management, TMP2 Best value and performance measurement, and
TMP4 Approved instruments, methods and techniques. The responsible officer
will exercise effective controls over this budget, and will report upon and
recommend any changes required in accordance with TMP6 Reporting
requirements and management information arrangements.
This organisation will account for its treasury management activities, for
decisions made and transactions executed, in accordance with appropriate
accounting practices and standards, and with statutory and regulatory
requirements in force for the time being.
This organisation will ensure that its auditors, and those charged with regulatory
review, have access to all information and papers supporting the activities of the
treasury management function as are necessary for the proper fulfilment of their
roles, and that such information and papers demonstrate compliance with
external and internal policies and approved practices.”
TMP8 CASH AND CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT
“Unless statutory or regulatory requirements demand otherwise, all monies in the
hands of this organisation will be under the control of the responsible officer, and
will be aggregated for cash flow and investment management purposes. Cash
flow projections will be prepared on a regular and timely basis, and the
responsible officer will ensure that these are adequate for the purposes of
monitoring compliance with TMP1 [1] liquidity risk management.
TMP9 MONEY LAUNDERING
“This organisation is alert to the possibility that it may become the subject of an
attempt to involve it in a transaction involving the laundering of money.
Accordingly, it will maintain procedures for verifying and recording the identity
of counterparties and reporting suspicions.”
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TMP10 STAFF TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS
“This organisation recognises the importance of ensuring that all staff involved in
the treasury management function are fully equipped to undertake the duties and
responsibilities allocated to them. It will therefore seek to appoint individuals
who are both capable and experienced and will provide training for staff to
enable them to acquire and maintain an appropriate level of expertise, knowledge
and skills. The responsible officer will recommend and implement the necessary
arrangements.”

TMP11 USE OF EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDERS
“This organisation recognises the potential value of employing external providers
of treasury management services, in order to acquire access to specialist skills
and resources. When it employs such service providers, it will ensure it does so
for reasons which will have been submitted to a full evaluation of costs and
benefits. It will also ensure that the terms of their appointment and the methods
by which their value will be assessed are properly agreed and documented, and
subjected to regular review. And it will ensure, where feasible and necessary, that
a spread of service providers is used, to avoid over reliance on one or a small
number of companies. Where services are subject to formal tender or re-tender
arrangements, legislative requirements will always be observed. The monitoring
of such arrangements rests with the responsible officer.”
TMP12 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
“This organisation is committed to the pursuit of proper corporate governance
throughout its businesses and services, and to establishing the principles and
practices by which this can be achieved. Accordingly, the treasury management
function and its activities will be undertaken with openness and transparency,
honesty, integrity and accountability.
This organisation has adopted and implemented the key recommendations of the
Treasury Management in the Public Services Code of Practice. This is considered
vital to the achievement of proper corporate governance in treasury management,
and the responsible officer will monitor and, if and when necessary, report upon
the effectiveness of these arrangements.”

APPENDIX 1
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ANNUAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY 2010/2011
1.

This Annual Investment Strategy is subject to the Councils Treasury Management Policy
and states which investments the Council may use for prudent management of its
treasury balances during the financial year.

2.

Investment Objectives

2.1

In balancing risk against return, this Council is more concerned to avoid risks than to
maximise returns.

2.2

All investments will be in sterling.

2.3

The policy objective for this Council is the prudent investment of its treasury balances.

2.4

The Council’s investment priorities are the security of reserves and liquidity of its
investments.

2.5

The Council will aim to achieve the optimum return on its investments commensurate
with the proper levels of security and liquidity.

2.6.1

The ODPM maintains that the borrowing of monies purely to invest or to lend and make
a return is unlawful and this Council will not engage in such activity.

3.

Investment Balances / Liquidity of Investments

3.1

Based on its cash flow forecasts, the Council anticipates its fund balances in the financial
year 2011/2012 will be up to £700,000.

3.2

Given due consideration to the Council’s current level of balances and estimated levels
over the next year coupled with the need for liquidity, its spending commitments and
provision for contingencies, the Council has determined that none of its balances can be
prudently committed to longer term investments, (i.e. those with a maturity exceeding a
year).

3.3

In order to maintain sufficient security and liquidity the Council will manage any surplus
funds through the major High Street banks and building societies which provide a secure
high yield rate of interest.

4.

Investment Strategy to be followed in house

4.1

Currently the Council does not hold any long term investments.

4.2

No long term investments are envisaged in the next 12 months.

5.

Investment Report

5.1

During the budget process the Responsible Finance Officer will report on investment
received and forecasts.

6.

Adoption of Strategy

6.1

This Investment Strategy was adopted at a meeting of the Policy & Resources
Committee on 22nd March 2010 and is to be reviewed annually by the Council before 1st
April each year.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the
POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE on Monday 7th February 2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 8 - INTERNAL AUDITOR’S REPORT
Reporting Officer:

Steve Pearson

(01494 583825)

Summary
1.

To consider the internal auditor’s report.
Background Information

2.

The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2003 state that ‘a relevant body shall maintain an
adequate and effective system of internal audit of its accounting records and of its
systems of internal control in accordance with the proper internal audit practices’.

Financial Implications
3.

The internal audit costs for 2010/11 are budgeted at £2,175.
Strategic Objectives

4.

None pertaining to this report.
Detailed Consideration

5.

A copy of the internal auditor’s interim report on the 2010/11 financial year is attached
and officers are pleased to report that no issues have been identified warranting formal
comment although there is a recommendation that employment contracts should be
reviewed and updated if appropriate.

Recommendation
That the report be noted and a review of employment contracts be undertaken
at the earliest opportunity.

Chesham Town Council
Internal Audit Report 2010-11 (First Interim)

Prepared by Nigel Archer
Stuart J Pollard
Director
Auditing Solutions Ltd

Background and Scope
The Accounts and Audit Regulations introduced from 1st April 2001 require all Town
and Parish Councils to implement an independent internal audit examination of their
Accounts and accounting processes annually. The Council has complied with the
requirements in terms of independence from the Council decision making process
appointing Auditing Solutions Ltd to provide the function to the Council, following the
retirement of their former appointed contractor.
This report sets out those areas examined during the course of the recently completed
first interim visit for 2010-11, which took place on 10th November 2010.

Internal Audit Approach
In commencing our interim review for 2010-11, we have continued examination of the
Council’s fundamental central financial control and corporate governance functions in
order to provide assurance to members and electors that the systems continue to operate
in accordance with best practice and approved Council procedures: we have also
continued to have regard to the materiality of transactions and their susceptibility to
potential misrecording or misrepresentation in the year-end Statement of Accounts.
As in previous years, we have assessed the risks associated with each financial system,
based on previous experience of the extent of potential for those risks coming to
fruition. That assessment has been undertaken in conjunction with the update of our
analysis of income and expenditure levels based on transactions in 2009-10.
We consider it neither essential, nor cost effective, to examine every financial system
annually. Consequently, we prepared, in conjunction with the Council’s RFO, a fiveyear strategic plan which targets each system for review at least once during the period
or, where the risk level is assessed as higher, systems have been designated as requiring
more frequent review. Additionally, in order to assist the external audit process and
reduce the extent of testing that should be required by the external auditors in order to
gain sufficient assurance as to the soundness of the fundamental financial systems’
controls, such as creditor payments, payroll and financial ledger data recording, we
undertake selective sampling of a number of transactions on those systems annually,
usually through the selection of either higher value transactions processed or specific
months throughout the year for testing and agreement to supporting documentation.

Overall Conclusion
We are pleased to conclude that, in the areas examined to date, the Council continues to
have effective systems in place to ensure that transactions are free from material
misstatement.

3

Detailed Report
Review of Accounting Arrangements & Bank reconciliations
Our objective here is to ensure that the accounting records are being maintained
accurately and currently and that no anomalous entries appear in cashbooks or financial
ledgers. To that end, we have: ¾ Ensured that the current trading ledgers remain in balance in the Omega
software;
¾ Checked to ensure that a comprehensive, meaningful and appropriate nominal
coding schedule, together with cost centres is in place; and
¾ Obtained a full, revised copy of the Statements of Accounts for 2009-10
following the recent completion of the external audit for the year and note that a
number of amendments were required compared with the original drafts.
Ordinarily we would check these to the opening trial balance for the current
year, as per the accounting software, although we are advised by the Finance
Manager that the journals to reflect these amendments still needed to be posted
to Omega in the current year and shall follow up progress with this issue at the
next interim visit; and
¾ We shall check and agree detail of a sample of cashbook transactions, interaccount transfers and periodic bank reconciliations at the next interim visit, no
issues having been identified in this area during previous audits.
Conclusions
We note the long awaited conclusion of the external audit and the comments arising
therefrom, for 2009-10 and shall extend our detailed testing in this area of our review
at a subsequent visit.

Review of Corporate Governance
Our objective is to ensure that the Council has robust corporate governance
documentation and processes in place, that Council and Committee meetings are
conducted in accordance with the adopted Standing Orders and that no actions of a
potentially unlawful nature have been or are being considered for implementation. We
have therefore undertaken the following work to date in this area: ¾ The full Town Council and all its Standing Committee minutes (with the
exception of Development Control) to October 2010 have been examined to
ensure that no issues affecting the Council’s financial stability either in the short,
medium or long term exist, also that no legal issues are in existence whereby the
Council may either be considering or have taken decisions that might result in
ultra vires expenditure being incurred;
¾ We have previously reported that the Standing Orders and Financial Regulations
were reviewed and re-adopted in February 2009 and March 2010 respectively and
have been provided with electronic copies of both: we note from the current
year’s minutes that, following the Clerk’s report to consider the revised model
Chesham TC: 2010-11 (1st Interim)
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Auditing Solutions Ltd
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NALC Standing Orders, no significant amendments to the extant documentation
were deemed necessary; and
¾ We have also previously been pleased to note that the Council has produced
substantial written policies and procedures across a wide range of its working
practices such as Health & Safety, Complaints, Grievance, IT Strategy and so on:
examination of the current year’s minutes to date indicate that this work has again
continued in areas such as Play Area provision, Whistle Blowing and Early
Retirements.
Conclusions
No significant issues have been identified in this area of our review process: we shall
continue to examine minutes at future visits.

Review of Expenditure
Our aim here is to ensure that: ¾ Council resources are released in accordance with the Council’s approved
procedures;
¾ Funds are expended in accordance with approved budgets;
¾ Payments are supported by appropriate documentation, either in the form of an
original trade invoice or other appropriate form of document confirming the
payment as due and/or an acknowledgement of receipt, where no other form of
invoice is available;
¾ An official order has been raised for all purchases and service delivery where
one would be expected;
¾ All discounts due on goods and services supplied are identified and appropriate
action taken to secure the discount;
¾ The correct expense codes have been applied to invoices when processed; and
¾ VAT has been appropriately identified and coded to the control account for
periodic recovery.
We have examined a test sample of higher value payments, those individually in excess
of £3,000, together with a more random sample of each 30th cashbook transaction
irrespective of value for the period to end October 2010 in order to provide a wider
cross section of expenditure than has been the case hitherto. Our test sample totalled
£417,525, representing 60% of all non-pay related payments for the year to date with all
the above criteria met.
Conclusions
We are pleased to record that no issues have been identified from our testing in this
area to date and note that the Council has not had to undertake any formal tender
processes for high value contracts of works to date this year.

Chesham TC: 2010-11 (1st Interim)
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Assessment and Management of Risk
Our aim here is to ensure that the Council has put in place appropriate arrangements to
identify all potential areas of risk of both a financial and health and safety nature, whilst
also ensuring that appropriate arrangements exist to monitor and manage those risks
identified in order to minimise the opportunity for their coming to fruition. We have
therefore undertaken the following tests: ¾ We note that further work on the utilisation of the LCRS software has taken
place and are pleased to note the completion of the annual testing across what is
now in excess of 100 specific issues (formally re-adopted at the Policy &
Resources Committee meeting in September2010);
¾ We also noted in a previous report that a revised Risk Management Policy and
Strategy had been formally adopted in December 2008 and do consider it
necessary to comment further in this area at present; and
¾ We have been provided with a copy of the current year’s (to April 2011)
insurance policy, cover continuing to be provided by Allianz following the
previous transfer from Zurich Municipal in a bid to reduce the annual premium
payable. We note that Loss of Revenue and Fidelity Guarantee cover remains at
more than acceptable levels of £558,000 and £700,000 respectively, whilst both
Employers and Public Liability continue to stand at £10 million.
Conclusions
No specific recommendations arise in this area at present.

Budgetary Control and Reserves
We aim in this area of our work to ensure that the Council has appropriate procedures in
place to determine its future financial requirements leading to the adoption of an
approved budget and formal determination of the amount to be precepted on the District
Council, that effective arrangements are in place to monitor budgetary performance
throughout the financial year and that the Council has identified and retains appropriate
reserve funds to meet future spending plans. To meet this objective, we have:
¾ Noted from discussion with officers during the course of the recent visit that
members had just commenced their consideration of the budgets and precept for
2011-12 and our first interim visit was too early for any formal conclusions to
have been reached or documented; and
¾ Noted that the Finance Officer continues to produce sound management
accounts each month, including a brief commentary on the budget variance
positions where appropriate, and that members formally consider these at the
Policy and Resources Committee meetings, the minutes of which are
subsequently approved by Full Council.
Conclusions
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No matters have arisen warranting formal comment at this stage of the audit process:
we shall examine the conclusions of the forthcoming year’s precept deliberations at
our next visit.

Review of Income
In considering the Council’s income streams, we aim to ensure that robust systems are
in place to ensure the identification of all income due to the Council from its various
sources, to ensure that the income is invoiced in a timely manner and that effective
procedures are in place to pursue recovery of any outstanding monies due to the
Council. We note that, in addition to the precept, a wide variety of income streams exist,
including that from the Elgiva Theatre, Moor Road swimming pool, Town Hall hire,
burial and associated fees, allotments, travel tokens and bank interest and have
undertaken the following work to date this year:¾ With regard to burial and associated fees, the hire of the Town Hall and other
facilities we are pleased to note that an appropriate review of the fees and
charges applying were undertaken as part of the budget work for 2010-11 (in
November 2009) and that these will be subject to further review and potential
amendment in accordance with the forthcoming increase in the rate of VAT; and
¾ We note that officers and members continue to closely manage the position with
regard to unpaid sales invoices and that a small “write off” totalling £178 was
formally approved by the Policy and Resources Committee.
Conclusions
We shall undertake work in those areas considered necessary in accordance with the
agreed strategic internal audit plan at future visits for the current year.

Salaries and Wages
In examining the Council’s payroll function, we aim to confirm that extant legislation is
being appropriately observed as regards adherence to the requirements of HM Revenue
and Customs (HMRC) in the deduction and payment over of income tax and NI
contributions, together with meeting the requirements of the local government pension
scheme. To meet that objective, we have examined the payroll procedures in place and
the physical payments made to staff in 2010-11, as detailed below, by reference to the
October 2010 payroll documentation produced on the bespoke payroll software in use
by the Council. This work included: ¾ Ensuring that the Council had approved employee pay rates for the financial year
and that these have been duly and accurately applied;
¾ Checking to ensure that appropriate tax codes are being applied;
¾ Checking to ensure that national insurance deductions were being computed
accurately depending on whether the employee was a member of the pension
scheme or not;
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¾ Checking that the revised scales of superannuation deductions, based on the
LGPS salary bandings as updated in April 2009, were being applied where
appropriate;
¾ Checking to ensure that all hourly paid staff had been paid in accordance with
their timesheets and that these had been approved as necessary by the
appropriate line manager; and
¾ Checking that the payment of the Tax, NIC and Superannuation deductions
being made to HMRC and the County Council was being done in a timely and
accurate manner.
Conclusions
Our testing in this area has resulted in no significant matters arising warranting
formal recommendation, although we have previously commented on the need for
contracts of employment to be reviewed and updated, particularly for those members
who have been in post for some time.
R1.

In order to ensure their currency and appropriateness to the work in hand, the
employment contracts should be reviewed and, if appropriate, updated
accordingly.

Investments and Loans
Our objectives here are to ensure that the Council is “investing” surplus funds, be they
held temporarily or on a longer term basis in appropriate banking and investment
institutions, that an appropriate investment policy is in place and that the Council is
obtaining the best rate of return on any such investments made and that interest earned
is brought to account correctly and appropriately in the accounting records.
¾ We are pleased to note that the Council’s annual investment strategy was
appropriately re-considered and adopted for 2010-11 by the Policy and
Resources Committee at its meeting in March 2010;
¾ We have checked and agreed the transactions for the financial year to date on the
short term “investments” placed in Treasury deposits each month by reference to
the Lloyds TSB transaction notifications, also verifying the appropriate and
timely receipt of interest earned on the deposits by reference to the relevant
receiving bank account statements; and
¾ We have also checked and agreed detail of the first loan instalment repayment in
September 2009 to the cashbooks and the PWLB notification “demand”.
Conclusion
No issues have arisen: we shall check and agree the closing balances and disclosures
of the investments and loans in the Annual Accounts as part of our final audit visit
programme of cover.
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No.

Recommendation

Response

Review of Accounting Arrangements
R1
In order to ensure their currency and appropriateness to the work in hand, the employment contracts
should be reviewed and, if appropriate, updated accordingly.
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Report of the Officers to a meeting of the
POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE on Monday 7 February 2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 9 – REVISED LOWNDES PARK
MANAGEMENT PLAN
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To endorse the Lowndes Park Management Plan, newly revised for 2011.
Background Information

2.

At the Recreation and the Arts Committee meeting of the 4th October 2010, it was
resolved that ‘Lowndes Park be entered into the Green Flag Award scheme for 2011’.
(Min. No. 34)

3.

The production of a park management plan is a compulsory component of the Green
Flag Award Scheme.
Financial Implications

4.

Any improvement measures found within the Management Plan are either within
existing budgets or will be subject to obtaining external funding.
Strategic Objectives

5.

Accords with the Council’s strategic aim 1 – ‘To enable residents to enjoy high-quality
social, recreational, and cultural facilities within the town and to seek the continuing
improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with the desires
expressed by the residents.’
Detailed Consideration

6.

The 2010 edition of the Lowndes Park Management Plan was relatively well received
by the Green Flag judge. The marking scale for park management plans ranges from 09 (worst) to 25-30 (best) and the Lowndes Park plan was scored in the 15-19 range. The
judge did not provide any specific recommendations for improving the plan.

7.

As key stakeholders, the Friends of Lowndes Park have been consulted on the 2011
plan and their feedback has been incorporated within the revision.

8.

The deadline for entries into the Green Flag Award scheme is the 31st January 2011.
Therefore, the management plan will have been submitted as part of this entry in
advance of the Policy & Resources Committee meeting.

9.

The plan, including appendices, is in excess of 130 pages in length. To accord
with the Council’s Environmental Policy it is not proposed to send Members hard
copies. The document is available for viewing at the Town Hall, or paper copies
can be sent to Members upon request. Alternatively, the document may be
downloaded from the council web site. If Members would prefer to view the
document via the web site, they are asked to contact the Policy and Projects
Officer who will provide them with a password to enable access to an area of the
site that is restricted to Council Officers and Members.

Recommendation

That the Committee endorses the Lowndes Park Management Plan subject to
any amendments it wishes to make.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the POLICY & RESOURCES
Committee on Monday 7th February 2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 10 – CONSULTATION DOCUMENTS
Reporting Officer:

Bill Richards (01494 583824)

Summary
1.

To consider what, if any, response the Council may wish to make to major consultation
papers from Buckinghamshire County Council and the Local Government Boundary
Commission for England.
Background Information

2.

Buckinghamshire County Council is undergoing a major review of its services in light of
its requirement to find considerable financial savings over the next few years.

3.

At the Recreation and the Arts Committee of the 15th November 2010, it was resolved that
‘the Committee put forward no observations to the Local Government Boundary
Commission for England at this stage in regard to the electoral representation for
Buckinghamshire County Council but write to suggest that a similar review of town and
parish representation would be welcome.’ (Min No. 45).
Financial Implications

4.

None pertaining to this Council directly but clearly cutbacks to provision such as devolved
services may affect this Council’s finances.
Strategic Objectives

5.

Accords with strategic objective 5: ‘To consult with and take due regard of all comments
received from other statutory bodies, voluntary organisations and individuals, to ensure an
improving standard of service that meets with local needs’.
Detailed Consideration

6.

Buckinghamshire County Council’s Budget Consultations
Attached is a letter received from the Leader of Buckinghamshire County Council giving
details of his Council’s Budget Consultations which cover four main areas – Capital and
Revenue Budget; Transport; Youth Services and Adult Social Care.

7.

The details of all four reviews are also attached. It is usual for the Committee to delegate
these sorts of large-scale consultations to nominated Members to draft a response to be
considered and endorsed by Council. This option still exists for the Transport and Youth
Services consultations. However Members will note that the closing date for consultations
on the Capital and Revenue Budget and Adult Social Care has a closing date of the 4th
February. As the letter did not arrive until the 21st January, your Clerk queried as to why
there was such an unacceptably short timescale on the consultation. He was informed that it
was due to the late confirmation of the settlement figure from the government and the need

for the County Council to set its budget in February. Your Clerk was informed however
that comments from this Council would be considered if submitted no later than the 8th
February. Accordingly therefore if the Committee does wish to submit a response on this
important consultation, it may be appropriate for the leaders of all the parties to meet
before the Policy and Resources Committee to try and draft a response either to the
questions or drafting a letter, rather than the Committee try to devise a response on the
evening. With the Transport (including streetlights switch-off) and Youth Services
consultations, the Committee can still nominate a small group of Members to draft a
response to be considered and endorsed by the Council meeting scheduled for the 28th
February 2011. Alternatively Members may decide that it would be better to respond
individually as councillors.
8.

Buckinghamshire County Council’s Local Transport Plan Three
LTP3 is also out to consultation until the 25th February 2011. The document can be viewed
at www.buckscc.gov.uk/ltp3. It is a document that is quite generic in tackling problems and
setting priorities for the county but special reference to this area can be found on page 26.
Attached is the covering letter from Buckinghamshire County Council’s Transport and
Regeneration Manager in respect of the consultation. As can be seen, he writes: ‘We would
like Parish and Town Councillors to individually review the consultation materials and
respond to the consultation’. Clearly therefore Buckinghamshire County Council is looking
for individual rather than group responses to its plan. Again however the Committee may
feel it appropriate to submit a letter on behalf of the Council to highlight any points it feels
collectively strong about.

9.

Electoral Review of Buckinghamshire
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) has consulted on the
proposed council size for Buckinghamshire and is currently minded to recommend 49
elected members. The LGBCE has stated that the aim of the review is to make sure, as far
as possible, that every councillor in each division of the county, represents the same
number of electors. It also advises that the county currently has significant electoral
imbalances and specifically highlights that Chess Valley (which covers Waterside and the
Town Centre) has 20% fewer electors than the average for the county.

10.

In this stage of the consultation, which runs until 3rd April, the LGBCE is ‘inviting all
councillors, parish and town councils…to submit proposals for a new pattern of divisions
based on a council size of 49 members’. In light of this, the Committee may feel it
appropriate to make comments on this stage particularly in respect of the Chess Valley
ward which is likely to face major boundary changes. Alternatively the Committee may
decide it better to wait until the LGBCE publishes its draft recommendations for
Buckinghamshire for consideration later in the year.

11.

Participatory Budgeting
Councillor Abraham has requested that he be allowed to address the Committee on the
concept of participatory budgeting, following a seminar on the topic he attended recently.
A copy of the notes he has prepared are attached.

Recommendation
1. That the Committee decides how it wishes to respond to the
Buckinghamshire County Council’s consultation on its services.
2. That the Committee decides how it wishes to respond to the
Buckinghamshire County Council’s Local Transport Policy 3.
3. That the Committee decides if it wishes to respond to the Electoral Review
of Buckinghamshire.
4. The Committee decides how it wishes to progress the concept of
participatory budgeting.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the POLICY & RESOURCES
Committee on Monday 7th February 2011.

AGENDA ITEM NO: 11 – REVIEW OF COMMITTEE
PAPERS’ ADMINISTRATION AND FUTURE OF
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
Reporting Officer:

Bill Richards (01494 583824)

Summary
1.

To consider more cost effective ways of despatching Committee papers and to save officer
time and monies in respect of the Development Control Committee.
Background Information

2.

At the Council meeting of the 10th January 2011, the Council received and adopted a report
from officers which offered up £670 of savings on postage by encouraging the new Council to
use electronic communication for reports/minutes and a reduction of stationery purchases
most notably of paper and ink cartridges (Min no. 85).
Financial Implications

3.

As outlined in this report.
Strategic Objectives

4.

Non applicable.
Detailed Consideration

5.

Up to two years ago, this Council has always despatched its agenda, reports and Minutes to
Members by posting them to them directly to their houses. This was usually undertaken on a
Friday, ten days before the relevant meeting and obviously well within the three working days
legally allowed to ‘summon’ Members as laid out in the Local Government Act 1972.

6.

In the last two years, officers have been scrutinising ways of saving monies and it was noted
that posting a despatch to Members was totalling almost a £1 per envelope. Accordingly, in
recent months, officers have been trying to ensure that papers are handed out instead at a
Council or Committee meeting if one takes place a week before. If no meetings are scheduled
a week before, Members are advised by e-mail when the print run has been completed and are
encouraged to collect them from the Town Hall. If they are not collected within a scheduled
time, then they are posted out to ensure Members receive them within the legal timeframe.

7.

Officers are now considering whether to take this a stage further in order to cutback on both
postage and paper by despatching papers electronically to Members. On occasions this has
happened before but it is usual for a paper copy to be supplied to Members. If Members are
happy to progress with the concept of a ‘paperless culture’, reports can either

.
be e-mailed to them or be put on the website and the link e-mailed to them. These reports
will be password protected so only Members will access to private and confidential items.
8.

9.

Officers are aware that some Members may prefer a paper copy to study and absorb the
reports and may have objections on cost to printing out reports on their equipment. In
which case, officers will print out either full papers or, preferably, single reports, but only
upon request from an individual. It is hoped that by taking this approach, a figure of several
hundreds of pounds can be made annually.
Development Control Committee
Officers, in conjunction with the current Chairman of the Development Control Committee,
Councillor Mrs Molesworth, have been reviewing the whole procedure and outcomes of the
Development Control Committee. Currently it takes about a day a week for the
Administrative Assistant, aided by the Administration Manager, to keep abreast of the
planning applications and then collate them for the three weekly report. There are already
considerable pressures on the office administration staff, and following staffing reductions,
it has been agreed that the Administrative Assistant will be helping with the website and
marketing of the Elgiva to cover some of the shortfall caused by the deleting of the
Marketing and Box Office Manager’s post at the theatre.

10.

Officers have reviewed the history of planning applications over the years and have
analysed this Council’s recommendations against the actual planning decision made at
Chiltern District Council. It transpires that some 20-25% of decisions made by the planning
authority were at variance to our recommendations. As has often be reiterated by Chiltern
District Council planning officers, their decisions have to be guided by Planning Policy
Guidance which sets out requirements and advice for the Council’s own local planning
policy and which has precedence over any local comments. Moreover comments from town
and parish councils on appeal decisions are only taken into account by the Planning
Inspectorate on non-residential applications.

11.

In order to save on paper, officer and Member time, it is proposed that most of the minor
planning applications are delegated to the ward Member. Obviously it is not legal for a
Member to act independently from the Council. Therefore, if the Committee wished to take
this route, then the Council itself would need to agree this and amend the Standing Orders
to ‘delegate all decisions to the clerk in consultation with local Members where
appropriate’.

12.

In respect to this working, the following procedure is proposed:
•

Administration officers to e-mail the attached excel sheet to Members on a weekly
basis. The following link will enable them to view the application. They can do this
by inputting just the four digits of the application number only.

https://isa.chiltern.gov.uk/publicaccess/tdc/DcApplication/application_searchform.aspx
•

Ward Members to forward their comments to the Town Clerk after the usual
consultation with local residents. The Clerk then, as the delegated officer, to
forward these comments to Chiltern District Council before the expiry date.

.
•

A collation of recommendations by officers will be brought to the next available
Council meeting for noting.

13.

Clearly there will be some applications that will be generally contentious with no
consensus among ward Members; may result in members of the public wishing to speak to
the Council or have wider implications for the town. In which case, it is proposed that such
applications could be considered at an already scheduled Recreation and the Arts or
Policy and Resources Committee or a Council meeting. If none are scheduled before the
deadline, a special Development Control Committee would be summoned but this is likely
to be rare. These applications would usually be ‘called in’ by the ward Member(s) but it
would seem appropriate to give any Member the power to do this. Officers will also
attempt to alert the ward Members if the application is for a number of dwellings or large
commercial unit that may be contentious.

14.

Whether or not the Committee is in favour of this proposal, it may be sensible to trial it
after the meeting of the 11th April. Due to a late Easter this year, there is a Monday Bank
Holiday on the 25th April, followed by May Day Bank Holiday on the 2nd May. After this
elections will take place and the new Council will not convene until the 16th May.

15.

Attached is a draft calendar of meetings up to end of the 2011. No dates as yet have been
supplied by Chiltern District Council for its Planning Committees for 2012 so this
Council’s dates have not been put in further than the Precept Council meeting on the 9th
January. Development Control Committee meetings have been scheduled in up to this date
but if this Committee decides they are no longer required, then obviously the meetings
scheduled to follow them at 8pm will commence at 7.30pm.

16.

Any alterations to standing Committees and Standing Orders should be determined by full
Council so it is suggested that any proposals are ‘resolved to recommend’ to Council on the
28th February.

Recommendation
1. That the Committee considers whether it would be appropriate for Members
to receive documents electronically as outlined in the report.
2. That the future of the Development Control Committee and devolution of
some planning comments to the Clerk, in consultation with ward Members, be
considered.
3. That the Calendar of Meetings up to the 9th January 2012 be noted.

Application No.

Address

Ward

CH/2010/1973/FA
CH/2010/2054/FA
CH/2010/2058/FA
CH/2010/1996/FA

4 Aylward Gardens, Chesham
9 Mount Nugent, Chesham
3 Nutkins Way, Chesham
76 Berkeley Avenue, Chesham

Lowndes
Ridgeway
Vale
Lowndes

Expiry Date for Consultations
31/01/2011
31/01/2011
09/02/2011
08/02/2011

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the POLICY & RESOURCES
Committee on Monday 7th February 2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 12 - ANNUAL REVIEW OF STANDING
ORDERS AND FINANCIAL REGULATIONS
Reporting Officer:

Bill Richards (01494 583824)

Summary
1.

To carry out the annual review of the Council’s Standing Orders and Financial Regulations.
Background Information

2.

The internal auditor recommended that the Council should review its Standing Orders and
Financial Regulations on a regular basis to ensure that they are in line with the latest
changes in local government legislation and local working practices and this was agreed by
this Committee on 28th November 2005.
Financial Implications

3.

None pertaining to this report.
Strategic Objectives

4.

Non applicable.
Detailed Consideration

5.

Members will recall a recent debate on the future of the market at full Council. Nine of the
Council Members are also members of Chiltern District Council so when the matter of the
market management (currently undertaken by the principal authority) came to the meeting;
they all declared prejudicial interests and correctly left the Chamber in accordance with the
current Standing Orders.

6.

However one of our Members wanted to update the remaining Members on non
confidential information he had from Chiltern District Council before he left the Chamber.
The Standards Board for England confirms that if ‘members of the public are allowed to
make representations, give evidence or answer questions about a matter’ then the Member
‘can also attend the meeting for that purpose’. As the Council does not have this provision
in its Standing Orders, the particular Member was obliged to leave the Chamber without
making representations. Members will be aware that it adopted the non-mandatory
provision for the revised Code of Conduct adopted in 2007 namely: ‘Where you have a
prejudicial interest in any business of Chesham Town Council, you may attend a meeting
but only for the purpose of making representations, answering questions or giving evidence
relating to the business, provided that the public are also allowed to attend the meeting for
the same purpose, whether under a statutory right or otherwise.’ (Para 11.2). However
Standing Orders do not cover the public’s right to speak on the same matter.

7.

Your Clerk has subsequently confirmed with other larger council clerks that many other
councils have provision within their standing orders to allow their members to make
representations and/or answer questions.

8.

Members will be aware that regularly at Development Control Committee, members of the
public are invited to address the Committee once permission has been granted through the
Chairman. This also needs to be reflected in our Standing Orders.

9.

It is therefore proposed that the following be added as point (e) of Standing Order 38 –
Admission of Public and the Press to Meetings
’At all meetings of the Council (including committees and sub-committees), the Chairman
may at his/her discretion, and at a convenient time in the transaction of business, allow any
members of the public to make representations, answer questions and give evidence in
relation to the business to be transacted for a period of time, not exceeding three minutes.
Such sessions form part of the Council meeting in law and shall be duly minuted.’

10.

Officers have reviewed all of its other Standing Orders and Financial Regulations and do
not feel any further amendments are currently required, other than potentially altering No.
26 – Constitution of Committees – dependent on Members views expressed during
discussion on agenda item 11 on the future of the Development Control Committee.

11.

Alterations to Standing Orders should be ratified by full Council so it is suggested that any
proposals are ‘resolved to recommend’ to Council on the 28th February.

Recommendation
1. That the proposed amendment be carried out to Standing Order 38.
2. That the Clerk be authorised to alter Standing Order 26 dependent on the
outcome of discussions made earlier on the future of the Development
Control Committee.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the
POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEEon Monday 7th February 2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 13 – VICTORIAN EVENING
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To receive a report on the proposed changes to the Chesham Chamber of Trade
and Commerce’s Victorian Late Night Shopping Evening.
Background Information

2.

The Chamber’s “Victorian Evening” has been running on the last Friday of
November for approximately 19 years and is combined with the town’s Christmas
lights switch on by the Mayor of Chesham.
Financial Implications

3.

In previous years, the Council has contributed to the event through the time of the
Policy & Projects Officer in administering the road closure application and Safety
Advisory Group notification, and of two New Road and Street Works Act
accredited officers to put out the road closure signage at the beginning of the
event.
Strategic Objectives

4.

Accords with the Council’s strategic aim 1 – ‘To enable residents to enjoy highquality social, recreational, and cultural facilities within the town and to seek the
continuing improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with
the desires expressed by the residents.’
Detailed Consideration

5.

The Chamber of Trade and Commerce are intending to make alterations to the
nature of the event in response to feedback from the public and as a result of
health and safety risks during the 2010 event that were identified by your officers.

6.

The main health and safety issues were caused by certain fairground rides, but
there were also potential problems arising from management of the road closure at
the end of the event. The Town Clerk wrote to the Chairman of the Chamber to
highlight the potentially serious nature of these problems and to explain that the
involvement of Town Council officers in future would be dependent on these
problems being resolved.

7.

The Chamber is now proposing that the participation of fairground rides at the
event is scaled back, with only the carousel attending in its usual location in The
Broadway. This will help to ensure emergency access throughout the site and
prevent loading upon the fragile culvert in the Market Square area.

8.

As an alternative to fairground rides, it is proposed to hold a Christmas market, in
addition to the regular charity stalls. It is hoped that this will counter the common
criticism from members of the public that the event is overly-dominated with
fairground rides and lacking in the Christmas theme.

9.

The event will no longer be known as the “Victorian Evening”, particularly in
light of the very limited Victorian elements to the event is recent years. The event
will now be called “Christmas in Chesham”, following on from the successful
“Christmas in Chesham” publication produced by the Chamber to accompany the
2010 Victorian Evening.

10.

To ensure that the road closure is safely implemented in line with the
requirements of the Temporary Traffic Regulation Order, the Chamber will be
using a specialist company to supply the equipment and manage the road closure
for the duration of the event.

11.

These proposed changes will mean that Council officers will no longer be
required to put out the road closure signs.

12.

It is hoped that these changes will reinvigorate this annual event, in addition to
ensuring its smooth running and compliance with the conditions of the road
closure order. Your officers are sure that the Chamber would welcome any
additional suggestions from the Committee for revamping the event.

Recommendation
The Committee’s views on the matter be requested.
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 13 – VICTORIAN EVENING
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To receive a report on the proposed changes to the Chesham Chamber of Trade
and Commerce’s Victorian Late Night Shopping Evening.
Background Information

2.

The Chamber’s “Victorian Evening” has been running on the last Friday of
November for approximately 19 years and is combined with the town’s Christmas
lights switch on by the Mayor of Chesham.
Financial Implications

3.

In previous years, the Council has contributed to the event through the time of the
Policy & Projects Officer in administering the road closure application and Safety
Advisory Group notification, and of two New Road and Street Works Act
accredited officers to put out the road closure signage at the beginning of the
event.
Strategic Objectives

4.

Accords with the Council’s strategic aim 1 – ‘To enable residents to enjoy highquality social, recreational, and cultural facilities within the town and to seek the
continuing improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with
the desires expressed by the residents.’
Detailed Consideration

5.

The Chamber of Trade and Commerce are intending to make alterations to the
nature of the event in response to feedback from the public and as a result of
health and safety risks during the 2010 event that were identified by your officers.

6.

The main health and safety issues were caused by certain fairground rides, but
there were also potential problems arising from management of the road closure at
the end of the event. The Town Clerk wrote to the Chairman of the Chamber to
highlight the potentially serious nature of these problems and to explain that the
involvement of Town Council officers in future would be dependent on these
problems being resolved.

7.

The Chamber is now proposing that the participation of fairground rides at the
event is scaled back, with only the carousel attending in its usual location in The
Broadway. This will help to ensure emergency access throughout the site and
prevent loading upon the fragile culvert in the Market Square area.

8.

As an alternative to fairground rides, it is proposed to hold a Christmas market, in
addition to the regular charity stalls. It is hoped that this will counter the common
criticism from members of the public that the event is overly-dominated with
fairground rides and lacking in the Christmas theme.

9.

The event will no longer be known as the “Victorian Evening”, particularly in
light of the very limited Victorian elements to the event is recent years. The event
will now be called “Christmas in Chesham”, following on from the successful
“Christmas in Chesham” publication produced by the Chamber to accompany the
2010 Victorian Evening.

10.

To ensure that the road closure is safely implemented in line with the
requirements of the Temporary Traffic Regulation Order, the Chamber will be
using a specialist company to supply the equipment and manage the road closure
for the duration of the event.

11.

These proposed changes will mean that Council officers will no longer be
required to put out the road closure signs.

12.

It is hoped that these changes will reinvigorate this annual event, in addition to
ensuring its smooth running and compliance with the conditions of the road
closure order. Your officers are sure that the Chamber would welcome any
additional suggestions from the Committee for revamping the event.

Recommendation
The Committee’s views on the matter be requested.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the
POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE on Monday 7th February 2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 15 – REVIEW OF DISCIPLINARY
POLICY AND PROCEDURE
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To consider a revision of the Council’s Disciplinary Policy and Procedure.
Background Information

2.

As of 1st October 2004, all employers are required to have a formal Disciplinary
Procedure in place.

3.

The Council’s Disciplinary Procedure was last revised in September 2009,
incorporating the new ACAS Code of Practice.

4.

Whilst the Council’s policies are reviewed on a four-year cycle, the Council is
committed to reviewing its policies whenever they are used as a means of
continual improvement.
Financial Implications

5.

None pertaining to this report.
Strategic Objectives

6.

None pertaining to this report.
Detailed Consideration

7.

Following the use of the Disciplinary Policy and Procedure during 2010, a small
number of improvements were identified by officers.

8.

The policy allows for an employee to be suspended on full pay in serious
disciplinary cases whilst the alleged incident warranting a disciplinary hearing is
investigated. The current version of the policy stipulates that “the suspension will
normally be for no more than five working days”. If the investigation determines
that there is a case to answer, the employee will then be invited to a disciplinary
hearing. The policy specifies that the employee will be given a minimum of five
working days to prepare their case for the disciplinary hearing. These two time
frames of five working days each mean that the disciplinary hearing would have
to be held after the period of suspension had ceased and the employee had
returned to work.

9.

As suspensions are only used in the most serious cases, e.g. where there is a risk
to health and safety, it is important that the employee remains suspended until the
disciplinary hearing has been held and any disciplinary action implemented. For

this reason, the time frame for the period of suspension has been removed from
the policy. However, the policy includes the commitment to keep each period of
suspension under review to ensure that it is as brief as possible. This follows the
guidance included within the ACAS Code of Practice.
10.

Stage Three of the Disciplinary Procedure explains that the decision to dismiss is
taken by the Town Clerk, or by members of the Executive Committee where the
Town Clerk is the subject of the disciplinary action. However, in the case of Gross
Misconduct, the policy does not state who takes the decision to dismiss. The
decision to dismiss must only be taken by someone who has the authority to do so.
Therefore, the Gross Misconduct procedure has been revised to include that the
decision to dismiss is taken by the Town Clerk, or by members of the Executive
Committee where the Town Clerk is the subject of the disciplinary action.

11.

The revised Disciplinary Policy and Procedure is attached and the amended
sections are included in underlined font for ease of identification.

Recommendation
That the Committee agree to the adoption of the revised Disciplinary
Policy and Procedure, subject to any amendments it wishes to make.

CHESHAM TOWN COUNCIL
DISCIPLINARY POLICY & PROCEDURE

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This procedure is designed to help and encourage all employees to achieve and
maintain standards of conduct, attendance and job performance. The aim is to
ensure consistent and fair treatment for employees whilst promoting orderly
employment relations.
Formal disciplinary action will not normally be considered as a first step (except in
cases of potential Gross Misconduct). Informal discussions will be used to seek to
resolve problems in the first instance. However, there will be recourse to the formal
procedure for persistent breaches of conduct, if there is no improvement in
performance within a reasonable period, or if the required improvement fails to be
maintained.
Examples of misconduct that could result in disciplinary action are listed in Appendix
One.

INFORMAL PROCEDURE
Minor problems will be dealt with informally, and the employee will be clearly told
why and how their performance/conduct needs to change and the consequences of
failing to improve. A brief note of the date on which the issue was discussed and
what action was agreed will be made in the personnel records of the employee.
Subject to satisfactory conduct and performance, the note will be destroyed after 6
months and the employee notified accordingly. Where the matter is more serious or
where informal discussions and counselling have not succeeded in achieving the
required result, the formal disciplinary procedure will be used.

PRINCIPLES OF THE DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
(i)

The Town Clerk has overall responsibility for the management and discipline
of all council staff. However, where the Town Clerk is the subject of
disciplinary action the Chairman of the Executive Committee is responsible
for discipline.
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(ii)

The council acknowledges that there is a distinction between the conduct of
an employee and their capability. In the case of a problem resulting from the
employee’s capability, contributory factors will be carefully considered, such
as ill health, serious home‐based problems or a lack of skill or knowledge. If
the matter is due to a lack of skill or knowledge, the council will ensure that
by appropriate training, mentoring and guidance, the employee has the
opportunity to improve. The improvement required will be clearly explained
to the employee, along with what support will be given and how
performance will be monitored and reviewed.

(iii)

An employee will have the right to appeal against any disciplinary penalty
imposed during the disciplinary procedure.

(iv)

The disciplinary procedure is comprised of three stages. However, after
proper consideration, the procedure may be implemented at any stage if the
employee's alleged misconduct warrants such action.

(v)

No employee will be dismissed for a first breach of discipline, except in the
case of Gross Misconduct, when the penalty is usually dismissal without
notice or payment in lieu of notice.

(vi)

If the employee has difficulty reading, or if English is not their first language,
any written documentation, e.g. invitations to Disciplinary Hearings or
written warnings, will also be explained to them orally by their line manager.
Additional support that may be required at a Disciplinary Hearing will also be
taken into consideration and provided as appropriate.

DISCIPLINARY INVESTIGATIONS
No disciplinary action will be taken against an employee until the case has been fully
investigated by an unbiased investigator. This will usually be the employee’s line
manager, or a Member of the Executive Committee in the case of the Town Clerk.
However, if the manager or Member was in some way involved in the matter,
wherever possible another manager or Member will conduct the investigation.
Investigatory meetings may be held to establish the facts; in this instance it will be
made clear to the employee that these meetings are not Disciplinary Hearings. The
employee may be represented at investigatory meetings by a Trade Union
representative, employee representative or work colleague. The person in charge of
the investigation should be advised in advance by the employee if they are to be
accompanied.
All relevant facts should be accurately recorded promptly before memory fades,
including anything that the employee wishes to say. Where there are witnesses to
the alleged misconduct, statements should be obtained from them at the earliest
opportunity.
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In any investigations involving allegations of criminal acts, the Town Clerk will
consult in confidence with the Chairman of the Executive Committee and Trade
Union, if appropriate, before a decision is made to put the case in the hands of the
police. Where the Town Clerk is the subject of the investigation, the Chairman of the
Executive Committee, in consultation with another member of the Executive
Committee, shall decide.
Whilst an investigation is taking place, it may be necessary to suspend the employee
on full pay pending the outcome of the investigation. Suspension may only be
warranted in certain cases, e.g. where relationships have broken down or there are
risks to council property and/or to other persons. However, a suspension will only be
imposed after careful consideration and will be reviewed to ensure that it is kept as
brief as possible. It will be made clear to the employee that the suspension is not
considered a disciplinary action and does not involve any pre‐judgement.
If it is decided, following investigation, that there is a case to answer, the below
Disciplinary Hearing procedure will be employed.

DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS
(i)
Definition
A meeting which could result in a formal warning that an employee must improve
their conduct or performance, some other sanction as provided for within this
procedure, or which may result in dismissal, other than in the circumstances set out
under “Exceptions, Other Cases”, is referred to as a Disciplinary Hearing.
(ii)
Notification
For every stage in the disciplinary procedure, the employee will be given adequate
notice (five working days) in writing of the Disciplinary Hearing to be held, including
the nature and basis of the complaint against them and provided with copies of any
supporting evidence, including any witness statements. The letter will contain
enough information for the employee to be able to understand both what it is they
are alleged to have done and the reasons why this is not acceptable. The notice will
give details of the time and venue for the hearing and remind the employee of the
right to be accompanied. It will be made clear that the employee has the right to
appeal any decision taken at the hearing.
Where the presenting manager or employee intends to call relevant witnesses, they
should give advance notice that they intend to do this to the person conducting the
hearing.
(iii)
Timing
Where possible, the timing and location of the Disciplinary Hearing will be agreed
with the employee. The hearing will be held without unreasonable delay, but the
Chesham Town Council
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employee will be given reasonable time to prepare their case (a minimum of five
working days). Hearings will be held in privacy, where there will be no interruptions.
If the employee fails to attend without good reason, the council may decide to
proceed with the hearing in their absence. If the employee fails to attend through
circumstances outside their control and unforeseeable at the time the meeting was
arranged, e.g. through illness, another meeting will be arranged. However, should
the employee fail to attend the re‐arranged meeting without good reason, the
hearing will proceed and a decision will be taken in their absence based on the
available evidence.
(iv)
Representation
The employee has the right to be accompanied by a Trade Union representative,
employee representative or work colleague during any Disciplinary or Appeal
Hearing. The line manager or member of the Executive Committee who called the
Hearing should be advised in advance by the employee if they are to be
accompanied. The employee’s representative, or colleague, will be given all the
documentation that has been given to the employee. If the employee’s
representative cannot attend on the proposed date, the employee can suggest
another date, so long as it is reasonable and not more than five working days after
the date originally proposed by the council. However, the five‐day limit can be
extended by mutual agreement.
(v)
Conducting the Hearing
Where practicable, the Disciplinary Hearings will be conducted by a manager or
Member who did not conduct the Disciplinary Investigation and has not had previous
involvement in the case (this includes conducting a hearing at a previous stage).
Those conducting Disciplinary Hearings will keep an open mind and not pre‐judge
the matter.
The precise allegations will be read out at the start of any Disciplinary Hearing.
The hearing will proceed as follows:
1. The presenting manager will state their case, including presenting any
evidence and calling witnesses.
2. The employee (or their representative) and the manager/Member
conducting the hearing have the opportunity to ask questions of the
presenting manager and their witnesses.
3. The employee (or their representative) present their case, including
presenting any evidence and calling witnesses.
4. The presenting manager and the manager/Member conducting the hearing
have the opportunity to ask questions of the employee, their representative
and their witnesses.
5. Both parties have the opportunity to sum up.
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TAKING DISCIPLINARY ACTION
(i)
Deciding Upon Disciplinary Action
Following the investigation and the Disciplinary Hearing, the manager/Member
conducting the hearing will decide if disciplinary action is necessary.
Before taking disciplinary action, the following factors must be considered: the
employee’s disciplinary and general record, length of service, any current warnings,
actions taken in any previous similar case, the explanations given by the employee,
including any mitigating circumstances, and whether the disciplinary action is
reasonable under the circumstances.
(ii)
Notification
If it is decided that disciplinary action is not justified, the employee will be notified of
this decision in writing within five working days.
If disciplinary action is to be taken following a Disciplinary Hearing, the employee will
be told in writing within five working days of the disciplinary action to be imposed,
the time period of the warning, why and how their conduct or performance needs to
change, the timescale for the required improvement, a review date (where
appropriate), any support the council will offer to improve performance (where
appropriate), the consequences of failing to improve conduct or performance within
the required time period and their right to appeal against the decision if they are not
satisfied with it. A copy of this letter will also be sent to the employee’s
representative. A copy will be held on the employee’s personnel file for disciplinary
purposes for the relevant period according to the level of warning. The employee
will be notified within the letter for how long the warning will remain current. Where
the set time period is less than a year, the council will store the records securely for
a year in total before destroying them, to ensure that adequate records are available
in the event of a tribunal.

DOCUMENTATION
During the disciplinary process, written records will be kept. These will include: the
complaint against the employee, the employee’s defence, findings made and actions
taken, the reasons for action taken and if an appeal was lodged and the outcome of
the appeal.
Records will be treated as confidential and kept no longer than necessary. Records
will be discarded for disciplinary purposes after set periods, depending upon the
stage of the procedure that they relate to. The council will store the records securely
for a year in total before destroying them, to ensure that adequate records are
available in the event of a tribunal. Copies of meeting records will be provided to the
employee, although in certain circumstances some information may be withheld by
the council, e.g. to protect a witness.
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THE DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
Stage One – First Level Warning
The employee will be invited in writing to a Disciplinary Hearing in accordance with
the procedures set out earlier in this policy. If the employee doesn’t give a
satisfactory explanation, a formal First Level Warning may be given. They will be
advised in writing of the reason for the warning and that it is the first stage of the
formal disciplinary procedure. The warning letter will also give details of the
improvement required, the timescale for improvement and a review date. The letter
will also inform the employee of the right to appeal and that action under Stage Two
will be considered if there is no satisfactory improvement within the specified time
period.
A copy of this warning will be kept in the employee’s personnel file and used as the
basis for monitoring and reviewing conduct/performance. The warning will be
discarded for disciplinary purposes after 6 months, subject to satisfactory conduct or
performance. The council will store the warning securely for a year in total before
destroying it, to ensure that adequate records are available in the event of a
tribunal.

Stage Two – Final Warning or Disciplinary Suspension
If there is a failure to improve following Stage One, and conduct or performance of
the same nature is still unsatisfactory, or if the misconduct is sufficiently serious to
warrant only one written warning, but insufficiently serious to justify dismissal (in
effect both the first and final written warning), a Disciplinary Hearing will be held to
which the employee will receive a written invitation. If the employee is unable to
give a satisfactory explanation, a FINAL WRITTEN WARNING will normally be given to
the employee. This will give details of the complaint, the improvement required and
timescale involved and will warn that further disciplinary action, including potential
dismissal, will result if there is no satisfactory improvement and will advise of the
right of appeal. A copy of this final written warning will be kept on the employee’s
personnel file and used as the basis for monitoring and reviewing
conduct/performance, but it will be destroyed after 12 months, subject to
satisfactory conduct or performance.
Alternatively, consideration will be given to imposing the penalty of suspension
without pay for up to a maximum of five days. A record of this suspension will be
kept on the employee’s personnel file and used as the basis for monitoring and
reviewing conduct/performance, but it will be destroyed after 12 months, subject to
satisfactory conduct or performance.
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Stage Three – Dismissal
Following Stage Two, if the particular conduct or performance is still unsatisfactory
and the employee still fails to reach the prescribed standards, the employee will
receive a written invitation to a Disciplinary Hearing. If the employee is unable to
give a satisfactory explanation, DISMISSAL will normally result. The decision to
dismiss is taken by the Town Clerk. Where the Town Clerk is the subject of the
disciplinary action, the decision to dismiss will be taken by members of the Executive
Committee (the full committee will not be involved in the decision to dismiss to
enable an unprejudiced Appeals Panel to operate in the event of an appeal). The
employee will be provided with written reasons for dismissal within five working
days, the date on which employment will terminate, the appropriate period of notice
or payment in lieu of notice and their right of appeal.
APPEALS
If an employee wishes to appeal against disciplinary action which has been taken
against them the following procedure will apply:
(i)

The employee will give Notice of Appeal to the Town Clerk or Chairman of the
Executive Committee (where the Town Clerk is the appellant) within five
working days of the date on which they received the decision notice of the
disciplinary action to be taken against them, setting out their grounds for
appeal. The Town Clerk or Chairman of the Executive Committee will arrange
for the matter to be considered by an Appeals Panel at an agreed time and
place wherever possible. The Appeals Panel will not include Members or
officers who have previously been involved in the case.

(ii)

The employee, in consultation if they wish with their trade union or staff
representative, should provide the Town Clerk or Chairman of the Executive
Committee with a full written statement of their case, no later than five
working days prior to the appeal hearing. The presentation of the written
statement above shall not preclude elaboration or additions by either party
at the Appeal Hearing. However, management should not introduce new
evidence at the appeal stage to justify an earlier disciplinary decision.

(iii)

The Appeal will be heard as soon as possible and normally this will be within
three weeks of receipt of Notice of Appeal. However, the Appeal Hearing
need not take place before the disciplinary action takes effect. The employee
will be issued with a letter, inviting them to attend the Appeal Hearing and
notifying them of the time and venue for the hearing, their right to call
witnesses and to be accompanied. The employee should notify the council of
who their representative is to be and whether they will be calling any
witnesses. The employee may present their case in person or be represented
by their trade union representative or workplace colleague and may call
Chesham Town Council
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witnesses and produce documents relevant to their case.
The Appeal Hearing will be conducted as follows:
1. The presenting manager will state their case, including presenting any
evidence and calling witnesses.
2. The employee (or their representative) and the Member conducting the
hearing have the opportunity to ask questions of the presenting manager and
their witnesses.
3. The employee (or their representative) present their case, including
presenting any evidence and calling witnesses.
4. The presenting manager and the Member conducting the hearing have the
opportunity to ask questions of the employee, their representative and their
witnesses.
5. Both parties have the opportunity to sum up.
(iv)

At the conclusion of the hearing the Appeals Panel shall adjourn to consider
their decision. It is possible that disciplinary penalties may be increased on
appeal. The Panel may announce their decision verbally, but, in any event,
will confirm their findings in writing to the employee concerned within five
working days of the Appeal Hearing. There will be no further right of appeal.

SPECIAL SITUATIONS
1.

DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE RELATING TO TRADE UNION ACTIVITIES

No disciplinary action will be taken against a Shop Steward until the circumstances of
the case have been discussed with the Town Clerk and a full time official of the Trade
Union concerned. No disciplinary action will be taken against any employee in
respect of alleged misdemeanours which stem from Trade Union activities until such
matters have been discussed with the Town Clerk and Trade Union Secretary as
appropriate. In the event that the employee concerned is the Town Clerk, no action
will be taken against them until the matters have been discussed with the Chairman
of the Executive Committee and Trade Union Secretary as appropriate.
2.

CRIMINAL CHARGES OR CONVICTIONS NOT RELATED TO EMPLOYMENT

If an employee is charged with, or convicted of, a criminal offence that is unrelated
to their work, this is not in itself a reason for disciplinary action. The Town Clerk will
establish the facts of the case and will consider whether the employee’s conduct
merits further investigation or action under this procedure. Where the Town Clerk is
the employee in question, the Chairman of the Executive Committee will take the
decision whether further investigation or action under this procedure is required.
The main considerations will be whether the offence or alleged offence makes the
employee unsuitable for their type of work and the impact it will have on their
relationship with their employer, work colleagues and customers. An employee
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should not be dismissed solely because they are absent from work as a result of
being remanded in custody.
3.

OVERLAPPING GRIEVANCE AND DISCIPLINARY CASES

If an employee raises a grievance during the disciplinary process, the disciplinary
process may be temporarily suspended in order to deal with the grievance. However,
where the grievance and disciplinary cases are related it may be appropriate to deal
with both issues concurrently.
EXCEPTIONS
1.

GROSS MISCONDUCT

Gross misconduct is regarded as misconduct serious enough to destroy the trust
within the employment contract, thus making any further working relationship
impossible.
The following list provides examples of offences which are normally regarded as
gross misconduct:
•

theft, fraud, deliberate falsification of records;

•

physical violence, assault on another person;

•

deliberate and serious damage to council property;

•

serious misuse of the council’s property or name;

•

serious incapability through alcohol or being under the influence of illegal drugs;

•

serious breach of health and safety regulations;

•

serious negligence which causes unacceptable loss, damage or injury;

•

serious act of insubordination;

•

unlawful discrimination or harassment;

•

bringing the council into serious disrepute;

•

criminal offence, whether committed on or off duty, which is of such a nature
that it fundamentally breaches the trust which is the basis of the contractual
relationship.
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The standard Disciplinary Procedure does not apply in cases of Gross Misconduct.
If an employee is accused of an act of Gross Misconduct, he/she may be suspended
from work on full pay while the alleged offence is investigated. Suspension may only
be warranted in certain cases, e.g. where relationships have broken down or there
are risks to council property and/or to other persons. However, a suspension will
only be imposed after careful consideration and will be reviewed to ensure that it is
kept as brief as possible. It will be made clear to the employee that the suspension is
not considered a disciplinary action and does not involve any pre‐judgement. The
investigation will be conducted by a manager or Member, who wherever possible
was not involved in the matter.
If, on completion of the investigation, it is decided that there is a case to answer, the
employee will receive a letter informing them of the allegations and inviting them to
attend a Disciplinary Hearing, where they will have the opportunity to put their case.
The conditions of the Disciplinary Hearing in the case of Gross Misconduct are the
same as for hearings held as part of the standard disciplinary procedure.
If, on completion of the investigation and the Disciplinary Hearing, the manager or
Member conducting the hearing is satisfied that Gross Misconduct occurred, the
result will normally be summary dismissal without notice or payment in lieu of
notice. The decision to dismiss is taken by the Town Clerk. Where the Town Clerk is
the subject of the disciplinary action, the decision to dismiss will be taken by
members of the Executive Committee (the full committee will not be involved in the
decision to dismiss to enable an unprejudiced Appeals Panel to operate in the event
of an appeal). Within five working days, the employee will be provided with a letter
specifying the misconduct which has led to the dismissal and their right of appeal,
following the Appeals Procedure outlined earlier in this document.

2.
OTHER CASES
The Disciplinary Procedure does not apply to termination of employment in the
following cases:
(i)

on termination of a fixed‐term or temporary contract;

(ii)

in the event of redundancy, including if making more than twenty people
redundant at one establishment in a period of ninety days when a different
statutory regime applies;

(iii)

where dismissal arises from unsuitability for confirmation of employment.
(N.B. although this period is normally up to six months this may be extended
for up to a further six months);

Chesham Town Council
Disciplinary Procedure V.3

(iv)

where the employee cannot continue in the particular position without
contravening a statutory requirement

REVISIONS
The policy will be reviewed every four years. In the event that a disciplinary event
arises, Chesham Town Council will take the opportunity to examine its policy,
procedures and working methods to see if they can be improved.

Version 3 Adopted: 7 February 2011
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APPENDIX ONE – Examples of Conduct and Performance Issues Resulting in
Disciplinary Action
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unsatisfactory attendance or timekeeping
Failure to follow health and safety regulations
Breaches of council policies
Unauthorised absence from the work place
Unwillingness to carry out reasonable duties
Negligence in the use of council property or equipment
Failings in preserving the dignity, respect and privacy of others
Failure to follow instructions
Failure to comply with workplace targets

This list is not exhaustive.
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Report of the Officers to a meeting of the
POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE on Monday 7th February 2011

AGENDA ITEM NO: 16 - FINANCIAL REPORT TO
31st DECEMBER 2010
Reporting Officer:

Steve Pearson (01494 583825)

Summary
1.

Attached is a simple summary of the actual Income and Expenditure of the Council for
the nine months ended 31st December 2010, shown against the phased annual budget for
the same period for 2010/11.
Background Information

2.

The Council’s financial regulation 3.3 states: ‘The RFO shall periodically provide the
Policy & Resources Committee with a statement of income and expenditure to date under
each head of the approved annual revenue and capital budgets.’
Financial Implications

3.

Included within this report.
Strategic Objectives

4.

Financial control will assist with strategic aim 1 – ‘To enable residents to enjoy highquality social, recreational and cultural facilities within the town and to seek the
continuing improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with the
desires expressed by the residents.’
Detailed Information

5.

The report attached shows individual cost centres’ total expenditure and income to 31st
December 2010 against the phased budget for the same period.

6.

On page 3 you will see the total of all the cost centres, which shows an actual year-todate expenditure total of £1,029,980 against the phased budget expenditure total of
£1,055,986 and actual year-to-date total income of £1,323,732 against the phased budget
income total of £1,279,818.

7.

The actual net expenditure over income shows an actual income surplus of £293,753
against the phased budget surplus of £223,832. This surplus is mainly due to the whole
year’s precept having been received while the main reasons for the improvement of
£69,921 against the phased budget are shown below and include a number of timing
issues which will filter through before the end of the financial year (any figure with a
minus sign is a negative result):

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the
POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE on Monday 7th February 2011

Chesham Cemetery
Interest
Housing
Chesham Moor Gym
& Swim
Amenities
Agency
The Elgiva
Town Centre
Precept

-Expenditure: Parks works depot overhead recharges
- Income:burial fees
- Low interest rates
- Income received early
-Increased income

£
17,058
4,318
- 5,530
11,024
10,929

- Tree works outstanding
6,315
- CDC market fee outstanding
- 7,722
- Income from Panto, hire fees, etc.
- 44,521
-Christmas lighting costs outstanding and market income 3,867
- final instalment received
65,942

8.

The revised budgets recently approved by the Council indicated an expected
improvement of £14,371 at the end of the year.

9.

As reported to the Council meeting on the 10th January 2011, The Elgiva pantomime
ticket sales were down on last year and the overall pantomime ended up around £10,000
short of its budgeted surplus target. The pantomime still made a better surplus than last
year due to the decision to go in-house, but the reduced surplus will make the end of year
Elgiva deficit target more difficult to achieve. The Moor Swim and Gym is ahead on
income and this was reflected in the revised budgets.

10.

The updated Renewal and Repairs programme is shown on pages 4-5 in the attachment.

Recommendation
That the report be noted.

Bill Richards
Town Clerk

24/01/2011
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Summary Income & Expenditure by Year to Date Budget Heading 31/12/2010

Month No : 9

Cost Centre Report
Note (-) Variance Year to Date OVER BUDGET
Year to Date
Actual

Year to Date
Budget

Year to Date
Variance

Annual
Budget

Committed
Expenditure

Funds
Available

101

CENTRAL SUPPORT SERVICES

Expenditure
Income

1,304
1,305

0
0

-1,304
1,305

0
0

0

-1,304

102

CIVIC ACTIVITIES

Expenditure
Income

17,891
0

17,525
0

-366
0

19,180
250

0

1,289

103

CCTV

Expenditure
Income

140
260

195
260

55
0

260
260

0

120

104

CHESHAM CEMETERY

Expenditure
Income

37,047
8,448

54,105
4,130

17,058
4,318

72,780
6,800

0

35,733

105

ST MARYS CLOSED CHURCHYD

Expenditure
Income

3,347
0

2,060
0

-1,287
0

2,180
0

0

-1,167

106

INTEREST INCOME

Expenditure
Income

0
1,850

0
7,380

0
-5,530

0
10,105

0

0

107

HOUSING

Expenditure
Income

1,366
10,995

1,395
0

29
10,995

2,365
11,185

0

999

108

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT

Expenditure
Income

61,309
0

63,711
0

2,402
0

108,460
0

0

47,151

109

DEMOCRATIC MANAGEMENT

Expenditure
Income

59,560
0

61,885
0

2,325
0

87,700
0

0

28,140

117

SECTION 137 EXPENDITURE

Expenditure
Income

1,057
0

2,275
0

1,218
0

3,080
0

0

2,023

201

CHESHAM MOOR GYM & SWIM

Expenditure
Income

184,841
140,135

181,845
126,210

-2,996
13,925

234,505
149,395

0

49,664

202

CODMORE FOOTBALL

Expenditure
Income

3,741
1,574

3,635
715

-106
859

7,270
1,155

0

3,529

203

MARSTON FOOTBALL

Expenditure
Income

1,614
787

1,280
715

-334
72

2,670
1,155

0

1,056

204

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Expenditure
Income

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
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Summary Income & Expenditure by Year to Date Budget Heading 31/12/2010

Month No : 9

Cost Centre Report
Note (-) Variance Year to Date OVER BUDGET
Year to Date
Actual

Year to Date
Budget

Year to Date
Variance

Annual
Budget

Committed
Expenditure

Funds
Available

206

AMENITIES

Expenditure
Income

22,293
3,433

26,255
1,080

3,962
2,353

40,385
1,080

0

18,092

207

OPEN SPACES

Expenditure
Income

81,097
5,429

76,435
2,535

-4,662
2,894

97,375
2,535

0

16,278

208

LOWNDES PARK TOILETS

Expenditure
Income

10,738
0

9,699
0

-1,039
0

16,595
0

0

5,857

209

AGENCY WORK

Expenditure
Income

1,218
5,326

1,590
13,420

372
-8,094

2,145
13,420

0

927

210

SKATEPARK NOISE ABATEMENT

Expenditure
Income

-26
0

0
0

26
0

2,750
0

0

2,776

211

PARK

Expenditure
Income

47,330
0

49,455
0

2,125
0

67,540
0

0

20,210

218

WORKS DEPOT

Expenditure
Income

206
205

0
0

-206
205

165
165

0

-41

301

THE ELGIVA

Expenditure
Income

402,130
294,889

399,800
337,080

-2,330
-42,191

559,035
418,765

0

156,905

303

TEMPERANCE HALL

Expenditure
Income

0
100

0
100

0
0

0
100

0

0

304

TOWN HALL

Expenditure
Income

63,465
30,258

70,109
37,270

6,644
-7,012

82,650
50,420

0

19,185

401

ASHERIDGE ROAD ALLOTMENTS

Expenditure
Income

701
958

2,575
600

1,874
358

3,735
600

0

3,034

402

CAMERON ROAD ALLOTMENTS

Expenditure
Income

8,893
3,909

9,045
2,720

152
1,189

13,060
2,745

0

4,167

403

AMERSHAM ROAD ALLOTMENTS

Expenditure
Income

60
100

0
65

-60
35

0
65

0

-60

503

TOWN CENTRE REVITAL.

Expenditure
Income

16,975
2,016

19,417
590

2,442
1,426

27,325
590

0

10,350
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Summary Income & Expenditure by Year to Date Budget Heading 31/12/2010

Month No : 9

Cost Centre Report
Note (-) Variance Year to Date OVER BUDGET
Year to Date
Actual

Year to Date
Budget

Year to Date
Variance

Annual
Budget

Committed
Expenditure

Funds
Available

504

GC2C

Expenditure
Income

1,683
5,368

1,695
4,500

12
868

6,000
6,000

0

4,317

702

PRECEPT

Expenditure
Income

0
806,390

0
740,448

0
65,942

0
806,390

0

0

INCOME - EXPENDITURE TOTALSTotal Expenditure

1,029,980

1,055,986

26,006

1,459,210

0

429,230

Total Income

1,323,732

1,279,818

43,914

1,483,180

Net Expenditure over Income

-293,753

-223,832

69,921

-23,970

Printed on
At
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Note: (-) Net Expenditure means Income is greater than Expenditure

Budget Detail - By Centre
Note : AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2010
Last Year
Budget

Current Year
Agreed
Budget

Actual

Fwd/Rev
Budget

Net
Virement

Revised
Budget

Next Year

Actual YTD

Committed
Exp.

Projected
Actual

Next Year
Budget

C/Fwd
Budget

100

REPAIRS & RENEWALS FUND

4801

ELGIVA MAINTENANCE (301)

34,035

12,637

22,000

13,363

0

35,363

31,086

0

35,363

12,000

0

4802

TOWN HALL MAINT (304)

16,062

3,239

10,000

0

0

10,000

5,164

0

10,000

20,000

0

4805

FENCING (402)

500

173

0

327

0

327

0

0

0

0

0

4806

DEPOT MAIN BUILDING (218)

7,604

706

0

0

2,387

2,387

2,387

0

2,390

0

0

4807

CODMORE CAR PARK (202)

0

157

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4815

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS (503)

14,000

3,450

0

10,550

0

10,550

0

0

10,550

0

0

4822

MOOR HARDSTANDING (207)

5,000

0

0

1,000

0

1,000

0

0

1,000

0

0

4827

COMP/OFFICE EQUIP (101)

8,803

1,349

1,500

1,650

0

3,150

0

0

1,500

1,500

0

4828

PARK CANOPY (211)

0

0

0

0

0

0

335

0

0

0

0

4829

LITTER BINS (206)

4,600

4,445

700

155

0

855

738

0

740

750

0

4830

PLAY EQUIPMENT (206)

80,000

54,192

40,000

76,350

0

116,350

116,887

0

166,350

20,000

0

4831

VEHICLES & EQUIPMENT (218)

9,669

9,115

4,500

0

0

4,500

3,018

0

3,020

7,700

0

4832

PATHS (207)

30,718

0

0

30,718

0

30,718

18,750

0

30,718

0

0

4833

MARSTON PAVILION (203)

312,026

3,050

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4834

SEATS (104/206)

4,300

675

1,500

3,625

-4,027

1,098

1,316

0

1,315

1,500

0

4835

CODMORE PAVILION (202)

660

0

0

660

0

660

0

0

660

0

0

4836

NOTICE BOARDS (402)

2,970

100

2,000

2,870

0

4,870

787

0

4,870

0

0

4837

PARKS FENCING (207)

200

41

0

0

1,640

1,640

1,640

0

1,750

0

0

4842

CEMETERY WALLS/HEARSE HSE

10,058

2,414

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Continued on Page 2
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Budget Detail - By Centre
Note : AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2010
Last Year
Budget

Current Year
Agreed
Budget

Actual

Fwd/Rev
Budget

Net
Virement

Revised
Budget

Next Year

Actual YTD

Committed
Exp.

Projected
Actual

Next Year
Budget

C/Fwd
Budget

4843

ST MARY'S WALLS (105)

5,000

0

0

5,000

0

5,000

309

0

5,000

0

0

4844

CEMETERY CHAPEL (104)

6,500

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4847

CEMETERY PATHS (104)

0

0

10,000

0

0

10,000

0

0

10,000

0

0

4848

WAR MEMORIAL (206)

700

0

0

700

0

700

0

0

0

0

0

4850

POOL (201)

27,932

15,600

15,000

12,332

0

27,332

13,716

0

27,332

35,000

0

4851

MULTI-COURTS (201)

4,070

3,948

0

0

0

0

0

0

4,070

0

0

4852

MOOR MARSH (207)

5,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4861

ELGIVA BOOKING SYS (301)

4,900

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4900

TFR FR RENEWALS FUND

-595,307

-115,292

-107,200

-159,300

0

-266,500

-196,132

0

-316,628

-98,450

0

4901

TFR TO RENEWALS FUND

111,615

111,615

113,815

0

0

113,815

0

0

113,815

93,815

0

111,615

111,615

113,815

0

0

113,815

0

0

113,815

93,815

0

OverHead Expenditure
1177

DONATIONS

0

50,350

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1903

TFR TO R & R FUND

0

-50,350

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

111,615

111,615

113,815

0

0

113,815

0

0

113,815

93,815

0

111,615

111,615

113,815

0

0

113,815

0

0

113,815

93,815

0

Income

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net Expenditure

111,615

111,615

113,815

0

0

113,815

0

0

113,815

93,815

0

100

Net Expenditure

Total Budget Expenditure

CHESHAM TOWN COUNCIL
INFORMATION SHEET FOR COUNCILLORS TO THE POLICY AND RESOURCES MEETING
OF THE 7TH FEBRUARY 2011

List 15 of 2010/11
33.

Local Area Forum – Governance Arrangements
Attached is a copy of letter from the Chairman of Buckinghamshire County
Council’s Regulatory and Audit Committee following concerns raised by this
Council on its governance arrangements

Bill Richards – 583824; Steve Pearson – 583825; Adrian Bignell – 582907; Kathryn Graves – 583798;
Bob Ayres – 775593 and 0797 739 8750 (mobile); Maria McGwynn - 774842

